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Big Change For Athletics New Zealand
One of the most significant administration
changes in more than 100 years of New Zealand
Athletics was made at the sports annual
meeting in Wellington on 23 July. The adoption
of an entirely new constitution includes club
representation at future annual meetings,
replacing a regional voting structure that has
been in place since 1902.

All Associates will be represented as key
advisory Partners to the ANZ Board. That is
they will assume a strategic advisory function
directly engaging with the Board in determining
future strategy for the sport.

Australian Championships
We have received an open invitation to attend the
2011 Australian track & field championships which will
be held in Brisbane at Easter. Full details are on their
website australianmastersathletics.org.au Those of
us who have attended in the past can assure you that
you will be welcome and well looked after. However
on a sartorial note please be aware that the wearing
of State competition uniforms is mandatory at AUS
championships. As a matter of courtesy, if you do
compete, it is strongly recommended that you wear a
New Zealand uniform (strip).

Editor

we are well served with the publication that you are now reading,
Vetline. Vetline has been the cement that has held us together and
will continue to do so for many years to come. It has now even
become the official magazine of Oceania Masters athletics. However
we now have another well established method of communication the NZMA website. The website offers a ready source of information
at the touch of a button or many buttons depending how well you
work your computer. It is a great reference tool for things such as
our national records which webmaster John Campbell says gets a lot
of hits. The website is ideal for instant communication both from the
national point of view and from the point of view of our regions. Each
region has access to a section and any information that you want
displayed can be emailed to John and he will put it up. As a society
we are not prepared to wait for anything and snail mail is too slow
for us and the website gives us this immediacy that Vetline will never
match. However there are certain things that we need to savour and
the feature articles of Vetline fit into this category. I cannot imagine

New Zealand Championships
The 2011 New Zealand track & field championships will be
held in Hastings over the weekend of 4/7 March.
An open invitation is extended to members of all of the
Oceania affiliates to participate. As above the wearing of

Jim Tobin

membership the key to success is communication. In this regard

national uniforms would be appreciated. Full details on

lying in bed with a computer balanced on my chest being absorbed
by a Barry Rait dissertation and this is where Vetline fits in.
We are lucky to have both methods of communication. We just need
to make sure that we use both to their full advantage.

by | MIKE WEDDELL - NZMA President

nzmastersathletics.org.nz Would all members please note
that this issue contains an amended entry form.

PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

Chairperson Annette Purvis described the
decision to adopt the constitution in its entirety
as a watershed moment and “a very positive
first step and strong indication that as a sport
we are eager to build on our historical successes
into the future.” The adoption of the new
constitution is directly aimed at strengthening
the club structure throughout the country and
providing the opportunity for the sport to be
more relevant to hundreds of thousands of
runners, joggers and walkers.

“Our previous membership definitions and
service offerings were very narrow and
technical, elite in many ways”, says Purvis.
“Our new approach is about inclusiveness and
partnership and providing stronger support for
our clubs and all runners and walkers in New
Zealand.” Under the new constitution NZ Masters
Athletics, NZ Children Athletics Association and
NZ Secondary Schools Athletics Association will
become “ANZ Recognised Bodies.”

Notice Board

In an organisation such as NZ Masters Athletics with a widespread

The form also gives information of the stadium location.

Sacramento Team Officials

Vetline

The WMA Stadia championship will be held at
Sacramento, USA, 7 – 17 July 2011. Full entry details are
elsewhere in this issue. As always we have vacancies for
knowledgeable members to offer their voluntary services
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Is this your last Vetline?
It will be if you are no longer a financial member of
NZMA. Subscriptions for the 2010/2011 year were due
as from 1 September 2010. The message here is that
after this December issue the rolls will be purged and only
financial members will remain on the mailing list. It is
also a condition of entry that you must be financial at the
time of entry for centre, national and international events
championships.

Seasons Greetings
The small but dedicated staff of Vetline sincerely thanks
all of the contributors, from New Zealand and around
the Globe, who have supplied material for the magazine
during the year. It is your combined efforts that make
Vetline so successful. Seasons greetings to you all.

Sid Pavett (WBP) won the M75 grade at the NZ Road Champs, Pakuranga
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Althea Mackie Secretary
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Christine McCahill President
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07 572 2606
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Hamilton
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wktovetath@xtra.co.nz
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Hamilton
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Murray Andersen President
PO Box 7144
Taradale, Napier 4141
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jaw1@xtra.co.nz
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PO Box 7144
Taradale, Napier 4141
06 877 7460
murray@codenz.com

Taranaki

Vicky Adams President
20A Waiwera Place
New Plymouth
06 758 9326
Lynne Mackay Secretary
6A Mallinder Place
Oakura 4650
06 763 8658 bus
06 752 7782 hm

Manawatu/Wanganui
Ian Carter President
PO Box 5369
Terrace End
Palmerston North
hicarter@clear.net.nz
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NZ Road Championships

Results >

Delit ing ex et lorer sum nosto commy nonsecte commy nonsequisi.

5km

Adit venibh eum doloboreet volorperat, sum quam, sum nulput alit nullutpat praessim

W35
Rachel
Rebecca
Kathleen

Pakuranga, Auckland

PHOTOS | JIM TOBIN

W40
Bridget
Karyn
Petra
W45
Sally
Anne
Raewyn
Meghann
W50
Karen
W55
Liz

Penny
Innes-Jones
Payne

Putat, verit aciduis nit ad magnibh ea commolessisl dunt autpat.

AKL
AKL
AKL

18:19
21:52
23:17

digna core volenim vel et nibh eriustisi blamcon enis at, sed dolor sed tat. Iquat nibh
et adit, quat, summy nonsequatet lor senisci et iurero esto dolenisis elit utpat volor
am doluptat. Ut am zzriure cor sismod min velisit iriurem verci eugiatie feugiatum
nosto eliquatem doloboreet acillut irit nulluptat. Sed ting ero commy nos nonsequi

Deverell
McCready
Creighton

WBP
WBP
WBP

18:36
20:07
20:18

blamcortisi elesse volore facil ex er iure digna consed min velit am amet accumsandio

Gibbs
Bradley
Blair
Stewart

WBP
WBP
AKL
AKL

17:34
19:29
20:58
21:04

dolutat vel eugait aliscip esequat. Dui blan erosto doloboreet laor summy nostrud

Espin

AKL

21:40

exerat, quat, sisissequis alit iriurem quipis nim zzriuscilit eratis am ex et lum adigna

Hardley

AKL

24:11

Portenski

WLG

39:31

odit praestrud delent eugiam ad te dit iuscipis autpatis am, quat, volorer inci bla feum
ver augiat. Ut nim delent nulputat nos do consenit, quamcommy nisis nismodiam zzrit
magnim doloboreetum verillandion eugait niam, vero odit, sumsan elesto exer sed
ercilit, consenibh ex essi blam dolobore min veros adit enisi.
Nonsenis adit doloboreet nosto doloreet nibh eu faci blan volor suscilit praestrud tin

10km
W60
Bernie

Finish at Lloyd Elsmore Park

Gavin Smith (WBP) 2nd M55

Anthony Regal (53) 2nd M50 and Trevor Ogilvie (47) 1st M60

M35
Simon
Mardon
TAS
Jon
Healey
AKL
Christopher Robb
AKL
Chris
Mardon
CAN
Tim
Goodwin
NTH
Mike
Trathen
AKL
SJ
Sivewright
AKL
Matthew
Nye-Hingston
AKL		
M40
Jim
Jones
WLG
Craig
McLean
WLG
Andrew
Wark
WBP
Brent
Foster
AKL
Bruce
Duncan
AKL
Mark
Battely
AKL		
M45
Ian
Sussex
AKL
Roger
Creighton
WBP
Tony
Warren
AKL
Tony
Woodhouse
AKL
Michael
Craig
AKL
Rick
Mann
AKL
M50
Gavin
Stevens
AKL
Anthony
Rogal		
David
Lear
AKL
Greg
Banks
AKL		
Tim
Cross		
David
Hood
WLG
John
Read
AKL
Larry
Bradley
AKL		
Keith
Procter
AKL
M55
Graham
Macky
AKL
Gavin
Smith
WBP
Brett
Katterns
AKL
Malcolm
Chamberlin
AKL
Murray
Clarkson
WBP
Richard
Thomson
AKL		
M60		
Trevor
Ogilvie
WBP
John
Robinson		
Allan
Sim
AKL
John
Bower
AKL		
Kerin
Buttimore
WBP
M65		
Michael
Bond
CAN
Kelvin
Fitness
AKL		
M70
Raymond
Owers
AKL
M75+
Sid
Pavett		
Brian
Smith
WBP

32:19
33:57
34:15
34:27
35:08
40:03
43:13
62:17
33:44
34:24
34:40
35:42
36:02
41:08
35:57
36:12
36:44
39:49
39:53
41:57
34:11
35:41
36:09
36:46
37:01
39:26
39:55
41:25
42:43
37:22
37:43
38:03
40:38
42:11
51:54
35:45
43:46
44:40
44:43
52:14
43:04
47:32
54:07
48:49
60:05

Malcolm Chamberlin (AKL)
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Graham Macky (AKL) won the M55 grade

John Read (AKL) 7th in M50 grade leads Michael Craig (AKL)

Murray Clarkson (WBP) - 5th M55 grade

Jim Jones (WLG) won the M40 grade

Greg Banks (16) - 4th M50 grade

John Robinson (AKL) won the M60 grade

Mark Battley (AKL) - 6th M40 grade

Raymond Owers - 1st M70 grade
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Unique Event in Hastings
by | DAVID LONSDALE
For the first time ever the Athletics New Zealand Long Distance

The Women in the masters grades LD Championships

Race Walking Championships at Whakatu Hastings over

compete over 20 km. The age grade champions are W40 Nyle

Labour Weekend were combined with the Road Race Walking

Sunderland 2:05:03, W55 Sue Hoskin 2:06:01 and W60 Marlene

Championships. The Road Championships were cancelled when

White in 2:17:28.

the Canterbury Earthquake on 4 September ripped apart the
course in Spencer Park Christchurch making it unusable. The

David Lonsdale is the Secretary of Race Walking New Zealand.

impact of the earthquake on Cantabrians was immense and
there was never any chance of continuing with the races on that
day.
The Hawkes Bay Gisborne Centre and the Local Organising
Committee for the Long Distance Championships (LD) offered
to conduct the Road Championships in association with the
LD races on Sunday 24 October. This meant conducting two
championship races together which the Board of Athletics
New Zealand considered and approved as a unique one off
occurrence. Entries were re-opened for the Road Championships
and of the 25 entries only ten were from the cancelled
Christchurch event. With the 50 km race entries and the nonchampionship walkers from Hawkes Bay there was a field of over
30 on the fast one kilometre circuit
The second unique event was produced by Mike Parker who won
the senior men’s 10 km road walk. It was 35 years since he won
his first Athletics New Zealand senior race walking championship.
Mike is the first to concede that had Quentin Rew and Graeme
Jones not entered the open 50 km race he would not have won,
but the fact is he successfully faced a panel of senior judges
and also performed well winning in 50:06. Mike is already
planning his programme to race this distance and the 20km
in Sacramento at the World Masters Championships next year
along with many others who were at Hastings.
There were some good races in other age groups and with
everyone starting together on the one kilometre circuit it was
a good sight and gave the judges plenty to do. The champions
in the men’s masters age grades were M40 David Smyth a
visitor from Perth in 59:59, M45 David Wackrow 59:41 and M55
Eric Kemsley 54:45. The women’s champions are W40 Nyle
Sunderland 61:24, W45 Vanessa Lowl 62:24, W55 Sue Hoskin
61:17, and W60 Marlene White 67:36.
The focus of the Long Distance Championships is the open
50km and with five quality walkers of whom four were previous
winners an interesting race was expected. Quentin Rew, the
defending champion, raced away to an early lead to win in
4:25:19 by less than one kilometre from Graeme Jones in
4:30:44. David Sim battled on to third place in the heat of the
day in 5:40:25. Peter Baillie was DNF after 33km. Peter Zwart
attempted the 50km distance for the first time and won the
M60 in 5:25:42. As a relatively new convert to race walking he

Results >
Women 10km Walk
WO
Roseanne Robinson		
Alana Barber		
W40
Nyle Sunderland		
Katie Tahere		
W45
Vanessa Lowl		
Serena Coombes		
W50
Terri Grimmett		
W55
Sue Hoskin		
Anne Fraser		

53:10
1:00:08
1:01:24
1:10:09
1:02:24
1:08:42
DQ
1:01:17
1:12:29

Men 10km Walk
MO
Mike Parker		
M40
David Smyth		
M45
David Wackrow		
Des Hussey		
M55
Eric Kemsley		
Philip Grimmett		
John Leonard		

50:06
59:59
59:41
1:06:17
54:45
1:08:55
1:11:04

Shirley Barber - 2nd in W60 20km

Eric Kemsly won the M50 10km

Peter Ballie in the open 50km event

Anne Fraser (TAR) - 2nd W50 20km

Nyle Sunderland (TAS) won the W40 10km

David Sim(AKL) - 3rd in the open 50km

Women 20km Walk
W40
Nyle Sunderland		
Kati Tahere		
W45
Serena Coombes		
W50
Teri Grimmett		
W55
Sue Hoskin		
Anne Fraser		
W60
Marlene White		
Shirley Barber		

2:05:03
2:23:50
DQ
DQ
2:06:01
2:31:33
2:17:28
2:22:51

Men 50km Walk
MO
Quentin Rew		
Graeme Jones		
David Sim		
Peter Baillie		
M60
Peter Zwart		

4:25:19
4:30:44
5:40:25
DNF
5:25:42

must be very happy to have completed 50km in front of a very
experienced panel of judges.
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by | JOHN MUSKETT

The longer an athletics career continues the more difficult
motivation can become. The ability and desire to do the training
can wane especially during inclement weather. Achievable goals
need to be set and worked towards with small steps in the

Next up was the six hours record.
By this time the wind had come and gone and now returned
with some taxing gusts. Head down and face set Val continued
to circumnavigate the track having to change lanes to avoid the

What had been achieved? Below is a list of what the records
were and the new marks set by Val. Whether the IAAF accepts
them as world records is up to the statisticians but everyone
who was present knows that the athlete, the organisers and the
spectators did all they could to make this a day to remember
and to be proud of.
And what of the future? Perhaps if Val tried to improve the
100km time and increase the 12 hours distance without trying
for the 50km and six hour records more could be achieved. And
what of the 100 miles record? There is the motivation as below:

On 2 October Sri Chinmoy had organised the 13th running of the

out to the second lane to let her through. These athletes along

6, 12, 24 hours track races at the Sovereign Stadium, Auckland

with the crowd now realised that they were watching something

for athletes who wanted to find out just how much they could

special. There was only one person on the track running quicker

50km
6 hours
50 miles
100km
12 hours

achieve. Otago’s Val Muskett for once had entered a short race;

than Val and he was a New Zealand 100km rep Greg Hannah.

Val was first overall in the 12 hours race by almost 9 km.

direction of the ultimate. Val Muskett knows about small steps,
her little legs do many of them during a race.

the 12 hours event had attracted her. But she had an ulterior
motive!

other athletes; some who claimed the inside lane for themselves
whether walking eating or jogging slowly. Other athletes moved

a track marshal ran alongside Val until the hooter sounded and
there he placed masking tape on the track edge so that the track

released an updated list of ultra records that contained the world

could be measured with a steel tape to get the exact distance

age group records. Val, being an avid reader, checked them out

covered.

at Taupo on the road strengthened her determination to try to
bring the track records to New Zealand from France and the
USA.

Still Val ran on. No stopping but by now she was lapping at a
slower pace, her 2:06 laps had become 2:33 – but still on target
for the next records. The unofficial 50 miles record was the next
in her sights. This would give her an indication whether or not

As these were track records Val had to once again become a

the last two would be achievable. The track officials calculated

track athlete. Every Wednesday the 56 year old could be seen

the exact point where 50 miles would have been run if using

running around and around the Caledonian track in Dunedin

the inside lane and then added a metre before marking it to be

whilst much younger athletes went through their sprinting drills

certain that everything was acceptable. The three time keepers

and exercises.

lined the track alongside the mark and all agreed - another

A 50 km off road race was entered “The Great Naseby

record broken.

Water Race” to try to keep her sharp. The camaraderie and

The 100km was now in front of the rapidly cooling athlete. No

organisation certainly help with her motivation. Friends offered

time for extra clothing just run on and cope. On the roads of

accommodation in Auckland and athletes offered her a tent

Taupo Val had covered the 100 k in 9:24:24 so was hoping to

at the track. So all that was required was for Val to put in the

better that but every ultra athlete goes through black spots

training and step out on to the track for the 9:00 am start.

and 80 – 100 km was Val’s. Whether the cold got to her or the

Ultra running on the track is different from any other athletic
event. The participants can stop and rest, take in food and drink

constant bends but her right leg began to cramp and she was
starting to shiver.

and go to the toilet or take a massage as they please. Every four

At the 100km mark the time keepers all agreed that she had

hours they change direction and lap counters call to them on

smashed the old record but not by as much as she had wanted.

every lap to make sure that a lap isn’t missed.

Only one record left - the 12 hours mark set by the American

To break a world record stops can’t happen and food and drink

super athlete Sue Ellen Trapp in 2001.

is taken on the run, every second counts so less than two hours

Time was taken to put polyprop and a jacket on the shivering

into the race it was a worry when Val required a toilet stop. She

athlete and spray on her leg and bruised ankle. This seemed

had to leave the track and go to the public toilets. To speed

to do the trick. Off she went again like a small machine purring

things up her crew got to the toilet first and made sure that one

round the track every 2:45. The record was surpassed but how

was free and kept guard until she arrived. Just over a minute

much could be added. Val’s crew unwilling to push too hard but

was added to the 2:06 laps but this could be enough to foil the

desperate to keep Val on the track used all the knowledge that

record attempt. Fortunately the race began in chilly weather and

they had to motivate, feed and support her. They were ably

to try to get warm Val ran the first six laps quicker than she had

assisted by the other athlete’s crews and the growing number of

intended. A marathon in 3:47:05 meant that she was still on

spectators who realised that ultra history was being made.

track but the first of the records was only 8km away.

With 11:57:35 gone Val crossed the start finish line for the

At the 50km mark the three stopwatches appeared at the

334th. Time! Could she do one more lap? Spurred on she picked

trackside and the chief timekeeper called the mark as she

up her ace and went for it carrying her small blue marker block!

crossed the start finish line for the 110th time - all the watches

When the final hooter blew she was 17 metres from crossing the

agreed that she had broken the world 50km record for W55.

line to complete 122km - the mark that she had set herself so
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4:30:46
64.80 km
7:36.44
9:41:31
114:00 km

P Echevarne (Fra) 1996
P Echevarne (Fra) 1996
P Echevarne (Fra) 1996
P Echevarne (Fra) 1996
S E Trapp (USA) 2001

Val 4:28:30
Val 66.041 km
Val 7:28:03
Val   9:31:45
Val   121:983 km
Val approaches the 50km mark - only 72km to go!

Six hours ticked over and no time keepers appeared. This time

Earlier in the year Andy Milroy, British Ultra statistician, had

and realised that some were within reach. A good 100km race

PHOTO | JOHN MUSKETT

Records Motivate
							 Val Muskett

many months before.

Sacramento Team Officials
As with recent teams to international master’s championships
we are again seeking applications from members for various
positions to assist our athletes at the WMA championships in
Sacrament, USA, over the period 7 July – 17 July 2011. The
positions are administrative and technical. The duties are time
consuming but can be satisfying in terms of doing your bit for a
New Zealand team. Although worthy of reward the positions are
purely honorary. The positions for which we invite applications
are:
• Team Manager
• Assistant Team Manager Stadia
• Assistant Team Manager Non Stadia
(marathon, road walks & cross country)
• Media Officer
Applications should be sent to the National Secretary,
NZMA, Box 8002, Urlich, Hamilton 3245, or email at
nzmathletics@xtra.co.nz. Applications close on 18 February
2011. Job descriptions for the positions are:

Team Manager
To represent the New Zealand Team on all official occasions.
This will include attending the daily official Team Manager’s
meeting and keeping all members of the team advised of
relevant information. The Team Manager will be expected to
hold team meetings at suitable times and places throughout
the championships. The Team Manger will liaise as necessary
with other team officials throughout the competitions and must
also be prepared to represent any team member who may
be involved in a competition protest. Also supply to NZMA a
comprehensive team report no later than 31 August 2011.
Personal Qualities: Ideally the Team Manager will have previous
experience in acting as a manager of an athletic team in an
international environment. The appointee must have an
excellent knowledge of the IAAF and WMA competition rules and
must be conversant with the procedure and rules relating to
official protests. The appointee must have good communication
skills.

Assistant Team Manager (stadia) and
Assistant Team Manager (non stadia)
These two positions will be responsible for the general oversight
of all matters relating to their specific sphere of competition.
They will be expected to liaise with the Team Manager at all
times and to attend all team meetings (as far as their own
competitive requirements will permit). They may attend the
daily Team Manager’s meeting if they wish but this is not
mandatory. The assistant manager (stadia) will be required to
select track relay teams. The assistant manager (non stadia)
will be required to arrange, in consultation with athletes, teams
for the non stadia disciplines. Each appointee must undertake
to supply a written report to the Team Manager no later than 31
August 2011.
Personal Qualities: Ideally the appointee will have had some
experience of team management and preferably at international
level. A good knowledge of IAAF and WMA competition rules is
essential and particularly so for the rules covering the specific
sphere of competition for which they are responsible. The
appointees must have good communication skills.

Media Officer
To liaise with the media (primarily the press) before, during and
after the championships and to endeavour to have the activities
and results of the NZL Team reported as fully as possible. The
Media Officer will be expected to receive competition results on
a daily basis, to collate these and to email significant results
and WMA news items to New Zealand media without delay. The
media officer will also maintain the best awareness of these
items through promoting this information to NZMA, ANZ and
OAMA websites, NZMA Board members and designated persons
from each Centre for wider distribution. The appointee must
undertake to supply a written report to the Team Manager no
later than 31 August 2011.
Personal Qualities: Ideally the appointee will have had some
experience in media coverage of major athletic meetings. An
excellent knowledge of the English language and good grammar
is essential, as is the ability to work to tight deadlines.
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entry form

37th NZMA
TRACK . FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS

FRIDAY

Race No.

Regional Sports Park, HasƟngs
4 - 7 March 2011

compeƟƟon programme

NZMA TRACK . FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2011
FIELD

TRACK
OFFICE USE ONLY

First Name

Events Entered (please Ɵck)

4.00pm

Men | Women

5000m

Women

Long Jump

M50 - M60

5.15pm

5000m

M55+

Shot Put

W50 - W55

5.45pm

5000m

M30 - M50

Hammer

M30 - M45

6.15pm

60m (heats if required)

Weight

W60+

5.00pm

100m

Postal Address

6.00pm

400m

Hammer

M50 - M60

Weight

W30 - W45

SATURDAY

100m Hurdles
110m Hurdles
200m/300m Hurdles
400m Hurdles
2000m Steeplechase
3000m Steeplechase

9.00am

100m (heats if required)

Men | Women

Long Jump

W50 - W55

9.15am

1500m

Men | Women

9.00am

Shot Put

M50 - M60

10.15am

100m

Men | Women

Discus

W30 - W45

11.30am

400m (heats)

Men | Women

High Jump

M65+

1.00pm

80m Hurdles

Women

1.10pm

80m Hurdles

1.30pm
1.40pm

10.00am

Long Jump

W30 - W45

Men

Shot Put

M30 - M45

100m Hurdles

Women

Discus

W60+

100m Hurdles

Men

High Jump

M50 - M60

1.50pm

110m Hurdles

Men

2.00pm

2000m Steeplechase

2.15pm
2.30pm

11.00am

Long Jump

W60+

Women

Shot Put

M65+

2000m Steeplechase

Men

Discus

W50 - W55

3000m Steeplechase

Men

High Jump

M30 - M45

3.00pm

400m

Men | Women

4.00pm

4 x 100m Relays

Men | Women

1.00pm

3000m Track Walk
2.00pm

10km Road Walk

Centre

NZMA No. 2010/11

Triple Jump
Long Jump

Signed

3.00pm

HighJump

Date

Pole Vault
Shot Put

I declare that I am a nancial member of NZMA for the 2010/11 year. Neither the organisers, sponsors, or other parƟes associated with the event shall
have responsibility for any liability, nancial or otherwise, which might arise whether or not by negligence, from any direct or indirect loss, injury or
death which might be sustained by me or any other party directly or indirectly associated with me, from my intended or actual parƟcipaƟon in these
championships or related acƟviƟes. I authorise my name, voice or picture and any informaƟon on this entry form to be used without payment to me in
any broadcast, telecast, promoƟon, adverƟsing or in any other way relaƟng to this event, pursuant to the Privacy Act 1993.

Entry Fees
NZMA Fee - rst event fee

$

Each addiƟonal event

@ $ 8.00

$

MulƟ events

@ $10.00

$

Late entry fee

@ $30.00

$

Lunch Saturday

@ $10.00

$

Lunch Sunday

@ $10.00

$

Dinner/Social

@ $40.00

$

Polo Shirt

@ $40.00

S M L XL circle

$

T-Shirt

@ $32.00

S M L XL circle

$

Bucket Hat

@ $18.50

M 58cm L/XL 61cm

$

Total enclosed
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$

40.00

W50 - W55
M65+

80m Hurdles

Male/Female

M65+

Weight

W60+

10000m

Age

Hammer
Long Jump

5000m

Date of Birth

M30 - M45
W30 - W45

Shot Put

1500m

Email

Long Jump
Shot Put

200m
800m

Contact No.

Men | Women

3000m Track Walk

4.45pm

60m

Surname

Pole Vault

4.00pm

Triple Jump

M30 - M45

High Jump

W60+

Javelin

M65+

Hammer

W30 - W45

Triple Jump

M65+

High Jump

W50 - W55

Javelin

M50 - M60

Hammer

W60+

Triple Jump

M50 - M60

High Jump

W30 - W45

Javelin

M30 - M45

Hammer

W50 - W55

SUNDAY

Discus

8.30am

10km Road Walk

Men | Women

Triple Jump

W30 - W45

8.30am

10000m

Women

Javelin

W60+

Hammer

9.30am

10000m

Men

Discus

M30 - M45

Weight

10.35am

300m

Hurdles Men

Weight

M65+

10.40am

300m

Hurdles Women

400m

Javelin

9.00am

10.00am

Triple Jump

W60+

Hurdles Men

Javelin

W50 - W55

Oĸcials RegistraƟon

Pentathlon

10.50am

60m

Men | Women

M65+

Weight Pentathlon

11.00am

Discus

If you are able to help please ll in your

1.00pm

200m

Men | Women

Weight

M50 - M60

2.30pm

800m

Men | Women

contact details above along with the below
details. If you have an oĸcials grading this if
ne but by no mean essenƟal.
Name

Entries close

18 February 2011
No late entries aŌer this date
ConrmaƟon of entries will be provided to compeƟtors

Post entry form and payment to -

Grading

The Tresurer, HBG Masters AthleƟcs
58 Endsleigh Drive, RD2, HasƟngs 4172

Preferred events

Cheques payable
HBG Masters AthleƟc AssociaƟon

Enquiries
Polo shirt size

S M L XL (please circle)

Triple Jump

W50 - W55

Javelin

W30 - W45

Discus

M50 - M60

Weight

M30 - M45

12.00pm

Pentathlon

M30 - M45

12.45pm

Pentathlon

M50+

1.30pm

Pentathlon

Women

7 February 2011

Late entries close

Phone No.

11.00am

Murray Andersen
murray@Ɵmeit.net.nz

MONDAY
8.30am

Weight Pentathlon

W30 - W55

9.15am

Weight Pentathlon

M30 - M55

10.00am

Weight Pentathlon

W60+

11.15am

Weight Pentathlon

M60+

The Regional Sports Park is a new facility adjacent to the
eastern side of the Napier/HasƟngs Expressway at the Evenden
Road roundabout. To locate the track, exit the expressway at
the roundabout into Evenden Road, then do a right turn into
Percival Road - and you will be there!

PLEASE NOTE - Programme is subject to change depending on the entries. If heats are not required all races will be held at nals Ɵme.
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The Champs That Never Were
by | EVAN MACINTOSH

Heaphy Track
by | CHRIS WARING

EDITORS NOTE

A large number of New Zealand athletes converged on

The above item was correct as at the time of writing

Zealand road championships. However all hell broke loose just

Following the NZMA track championships in Christchurch at

and stands in its own right as a true and interesting

after 4:30am. Everyone in Christchurch and surrounding areas

Easter I took the opportunity to tramp the Heaphy Track at the

eye witness report. Members will be aware that the

received a rude awakening when an earthquake, which had a

championships were subsequently reinstated and held

top of the South Island. The following is a brief summary of our

magnitude of 7.1 on the Richter scale, struck.

in conjunction with the Sir Barry Curtis 10km Classic
in Auckland on 17 October. The walking events were

A couple of days prior to the championships I ventured out to

transferred to Hastings and held in conjunction with the

Spencer Park to check out the course as all good athletes should

national long distance walks on 24 October. The details

do. The course was smooth and dry on that day. If you now look

and results appear elsewhere in this issue.

experiences.
Our first day on the Heaphy Track was 17km over a gradual
climb to 910 metres. Most of the walk was through beech
forests with lots of bird life like tuis, bellbirds and kaka. Our
packs were at their heaviest with five days of food and the Perry
Saddle Hut was a welcome sight after five hours of walking. The

carnage that took place during the earthquake. This photo was

hut slept 26 but wasn’t full, had gas cooking facilities and stinky

there were also a large number of after shocks since this photo
was taken so further minor damage may have occurred since.
It is amazing that the nice smooth dry course that we viewed
during the week should become transformed into the cracked
and flooded course that you see in the photo. Parts of the tar
sealed road were pushed upwards to knee height. Large cracks
were everywhere.

PHOTO | EVAN MACINTOSH

at the photo attached to this article you can get an idea of the
taken just a few hours after the main quake. Bear in mind that

toilets outside.
Next day we set off to the Saxon Hut. The scenery changed to
tussock and open ground but there was a very light drizzle and
mist of we couldn’t see a great deal. We came across a ‘boot
tree’ in the middle of nowhere where all of the ‘had it’ boots
end up.

The damage to the rest of Christchurch and the surrounding

the track in them. Her feet were a mess at the end.

only four growing on a mossy bank. We by-passed this hut and

in at night. Our fellow trampers were some Aussies who had

no other choice. Safety must of course come first and we all live

The course after the quake struck

a s hallow river to cut 20 minutes off the walk but then there
was a huge suspension bridge about 45 metres long. This was
the longest bridge of the walk. By now I had the hang of the
bridges - hold on, walk fast and look ahead and never ever look
down!
The young boy was really tired and his Dad kept saying “only

interesting people.

five minutes to go” for about an hour. We were in a beautiful

the ford. You can guess which I took and I didn’t even get wet!
However a few kilometres on there was another bridge and the
creek was called Big Creek! And it was – but there had to be
somewhere for a wimp to cross, so I went 50 metres up and the

by | LYNNE SCHICKERT

walked with a father and his ten year old son and we waded over

done heaps of walks both here and in Australia and where very
Next day we had a choice – go over the swing bridge or cross

Masters
		 At Delhi

it is more economical than wood.
told to look out for the rare bright blue mushrooms. There were

The Tasman Sea could be seen in the distance but the rain set

cancelled.. A state of emergency existed and the organisors had

off. The huts have cast iron wood burners and they use coal as

she had the loan of a ranger’s sandals and had to do the rest of

Wekas wandered around and at night we heard the kiwis call.

saying that the 2010 New Zealand Road Running Champs were

dropped the bag right by the coal bunker, unloaded it, and took

Next morning we were off to the Lewis Hut where we’d been

there were eight people to a room - four up and four down.

the people involved for the rest of their lives. It goes without

Another of those bridges…

prime ministers, Helen and Jenny. Helen’s boots fell apart and

experience in itself. You each have a mattress and in this hut

article. Suffice to say that it will live in the memory banks of

to compete another day.

We were impressed with the variety. We met the two

The Saxon hut sleeps 16. Sleeping in a hut is really quite an

areas has been well publicised and I will not repeat that in this

PHOTO | CHRIS WARING

Christchurch on 4 September in anticipation of the 2010 New

beech tree forest and then came out to the Heaphy Hut which is
where the Heaphy River meets the Tasman Sea. The beach was
covered in drift wood and the sea was pretty rough. The hut is
either the first or the last hut depending on which way you’ve
come from.

river was racing down and the stones just never seemed to go

We went in the hut to find our beds and a lady looked at us and

right across and I had the vision of falling in the freezing water,

said my husband snores so maybe you’d better go in the next

pack and all, so gave up and used the bridge. Very brave I must

room. So I said don’t worry my husband snores too! Then she

say. The bridge consisted of four wires - two at the top to hold

gave us a pair of ear plugs each!! Oh boy and did they snore

and two about 30cm apart covered in mesh to walk on. They

– there was a duet or is it a snoret going on all night. I’d heard

say it you look down you’ll see the raging river below you. Then

that if you gave a short sharp whistle the snorer would stop. So

there is the sway…

I tried it but I suggest don’t bother trying it - it doesn’t work!

We were just leaving the Saxon Hut and found a giant snail on

They just went on snoring! One of the women was considering
sleeping in the woodshed but thought of all the sandflies out

NSW Masters athlete and 2000 Olympian Karyne Di Marco (W30)

the track. They are rare and endangered and grow up to 20cm

finished sixth in the in the hammer throw at the Commonwealth

long from head to tail. The shell is round and shiny and dark

Games in Delhi, with 62.38m. This was not far off the medals:

brown. Believe it not they eat meat. So we called the others

Next day was pure magic with the sea so close and often walking

bronze was won with 64.04m. This was Karyne’s fourth

from the hut and we all took photos. We saw three snails all

on the beach or on a track just above it or else walking through

Commonwealth Games, after Kuala Lumpur (fourth), Manchester

told. Today was a short day of 14km to the James Mackay Hut.

a giant nikau forest. It looked very tropical with the blue sea

(bronze) and Melbourne (fourth).

On the way we had lunch at the Gouland Downs Hut which was

and crashing waves and the tall nikaus on the edge. After 17km

originally an old gold miner’s hut complete with a huge antique

we were at the end with over an hour to spare whilst we waited

fireplace. There is no gas here and only eight beds.

for our shuttle bus to go back to Nelson.

We thought that we were the only ones at this hut but before

We feel that we did the walk the right way as the last day by

long it was full. The best things here were the flush toilets.

the sea was so good. It is an easy, Great Walk although long

We’d only been here a short while when a helicopter came

- 83km with very well maintained tracks and huts. So go to it

in with a sling containing two tons of coal in bags. The pilot

- you’ll be glad that you did.

Karyne entered the Masters ranks in 2008. She won the
hammer, weight throw and throws pentathlon at the 2008
national titles in Sydney, and currently holds the Australian W30
records in the hammer, weight throw, 56lb and 100lb heavy
weights.

there and gave up.

Karyne Di Marco was sixth at the Commonwealth Games
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PHOTO | KEN STONE

IAAF Best Masters

Peter won the 100m (12.62) and 200m (25.67) in closely fought
races, with excellent times that set Australian national records.
Peter is a long-term member of our sport and has always been
very competitive in the 100m, 200m and 400m at international

by | LYNNE SCHICKERT

level over many years. Peter has served on the Board of his

Congratulations to Marie Kay and Peter Crombie

national association as Vice President and as a delegate for
his country at the WMA General Assembly and is held in high
respect by his peers throughout the world. He has also been a

Marie Kay

Each year World Masters Athletics invites each region to
nominate a male and female athlete of the year. Strict criteria

Marie is a great supporter and participant in WMA indoor and

apply including that the nominees must have competed in a

outdoor championships and at WMA regional championships.

WMA championship (for 2010 this was the WMA Indoors at

She is a very well respected athlete, both internationally and

Kamloops) or their WMA Regional Championships (Oceania at

within Oceania. Marie’s world record performance in the W50

Tahiti) during the time frame. Athletes need to have achieved

pentathlon at Kamloops was outstanding. Marie was facing knee

at least one gold medal and to have performed to a very high

surgery seven weeks after these WMA indoor championships

standard. The WMA Council then has to decide on the best

margin of 300 points, a record previously held by Christine

recognition at the IAAF Gala Awards Evening in Monaco in late

Mueller (Switzerland) and before that Phil Raschker (USA), both

November.

recognised previously as IAAF Best Masters Athletes. Marie won

Each year it is tough deciding who should be nominated from our

all five of the pentathlon events. She also competed in four other

Oceania Region as there have been some outstanding athletes

events at these championships and won these as well (long

worthy of such nomination. It’s indicative of general standards

jump, high jump, 200m and 400m).

here that two athletes from our region - Jenny Flynn (W50 Qld)

Marie’s results from her pentathlon shot put and hurdles were

in 2004 and Andrew Jamieson (M60 VIC) in 2007 - have been

better than the actual winners of these individual events. This

winners.

Vale - Ted Guy
by | MURRAY MCKINNON

was also the third consecutive pentathlon, 200m, 400m and

PHOTO | JANET NAYLON

long jump that Marie has won at the WMA indoor championships

Ted (Edward William) Guy of Waharoa died on 31 August 2010

having set 200m and 400m world records in the 2008

aged 80. Ted was born in Matamata on 9 January 1930 and died

championships. Similarly at the WMA stadia championships,

suddenly while on a short break with his wife Eva in Rotorua.

Marie has won the past five consecutive heptathlons and 400m,
including two world records in the heptathlon. One month after
Kamloops Marie broke the outdoor long jump world record at
her national championships, a record previously held by Phil
Raschker.
Knee surgery followed. But with dedication, Marie was able
to compete at the WMA Regional Oceania Championships
twelve weeks later, winning seven gold medals (heptathlon,
high jump, 100m, 200m, 400m, long jump, 80m hurdles.) Her
performances included three regional records and two national
records. Marie is one of the most outstanding athletes in
masters athletics with her diversity of talent across such a broad
range of events.

Peter Crombie

Ted was a stalwart of Waikato Bay of Plenty Athletics as an
official, administrator, coach, manager and competitor. He
regularly officiated at Hamilton’s Porritt Stadium in the summer
and at the cross country and road courses during the winter. As
late as July this year he was the marksman and starter at the
North Island cross country championships in Taupo.
He attended Waharoa School from 1936 to 1943 and then
Matamata College. His first job was a grocery boy and then
he worked at the milk factory in Waharoa. Ted then worked
on the construction of the power pylons through the Waikato
from Karapiro. He returned to the milk factory driving the milk
tankers before joining the Post Office in the exchange. He was
later postmaster at first Walton and then the Matamata Post
Office, before taking an early retirement. But he has never
retired remaining active right up to Tuesday last week.

Peter won gold medals in the 60m and 200m and a silver medal

He has been involved with the Waharoa Children’s athletics for

in the 400m at the WMA Indoor Championships in Kamloops

49 years and was a member of the Matamata Harrier Club. He

in March. The remarkable aspect of Peter’s success at the

was made a Life Member of both clubs. Ted was a competitive

Kamloops Championships is that he had major knee surgery

race walker and he won the 2008 New Zealand M75 10km road

in early 2009 and was informed by his doctor that he had

walking title in Hamilton in 1: 19:19, while Eva won the W75

little chance of ever running again, certainly not at national or

title in 1:27:15.

international level. So Peter’s achievements in Kamloops are all
the more remarkable and say much for his `never tell me never’
approach to rehabilitation, and commitment to doing the hard
work for success.

PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

Marie Kay and Peter Crombie now join this elite group.
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Peter Crombie (centre) competing in the USA championships

and the fact that she broke the world record by the huge

male and female and submit these two names to the IAAF for

Marie Kay in action at Kamloops

relay selector for the Australian team for the past 17 years.

Ted was an official course measurer for Waikato Bay of Plenty
and was chairperson of the Waharoa Community and District
Committee and was involved with the Matamata Community
Chest. He was accorded Life Membership of Athletics Waikato

In July Peter competed at the USA championships so that he

Bay of Plenty and in the 2002 Queens Birthday honours was

could challenge a top field of sprinters including Steve Robbins

awarded a Queens Service Medal QSM for services to the

(current world record holder in the 100m and 200m).

community.

Ted Guy competing in the Long Distance Walks at Hastings in 2009
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by | BARRY RAIT

optimal and dysfunctional performance. (p.391) The researchers

the coach’s aspirations and not those of the athlete’s. Coaches

also stated “Emotional intelligence might help athletes recognise

must become acutely aware of their emotions and how they can

which emotional states help performance. While all of us who

be directly and indirectly transferred to the athlete. It behoves

have competed for years intuitively know that there is much

all coaches to learn how to interpret or catch the emotional

‘home truth’ in these statements it is another matter to prove

states of their athletes. It is vital that coaches learn to how

them and present them as justifiable findings.

to recognise and respond appropriately to each important

PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

Smile And Show Your
Emotional Intelligence

commentary if it was extreme for situation and really reflected

emotional situation. Knowing what is best to say, when to say
it, how to say it and what NOT to say, are derived from long
term coaching and a willingness to appreciate the strengths
and frailties of the human condition, including one’s own. Some

Have you ever thought what the real effect is of all those

Naturally they wanted to discover any techniques for resisting

‘high fives’ of basketballers, the hugging by rugby players and

unwanted and negative emotions from others. The emanation

netballers alike, the renditions of the haka, the ecstatic body

of how we might express these two dimensions of emotion was

contact of soccer players after a goal is scored (for their team of

also of considerable interest.

course) and the team circles with one hand stretched into the

Three questionnaires were used for athletes to complete. Some

centre? In team sports there are now a myriad of various ‘team-

caution was expressed over the use of retrospective methods

building’ routines that have reached a ‘must do’ ritualistic level.

because of their inherent errors. Generally there is at present a

The business world and the morale rating of a military group are

reluctance to accept emotional intelligence as a fully legitimate

also part of scientific enquiry into emotional intelligence.

subject. This research goes some way towards the acceptance

Needless to say some, sports scientists have also wondered

of emotional intelligence in the field of mainstream spots

what use these behaviours have for athletic performance. In a

psychology.

recent article Emotional intelligence and emotions associated

athletes may ‘choke’ while others will perform supremely with
successes.
The successful athletes with high emotional intelligence will
know how to adopt and use positive emotions of their own and
others to contribute to a good competitive outcome. Additionally
these athletes will also know how to evade and avoid the
negativity of other emotions. They will have proven strategies at
the ready to deal quickly with negative emotions.
In conclusion the findings were cautiously expressed as:
…lend(ing) support to the notion that emotional intelligence
associates with variations in emotional states experienced before

Craig McLean (16) - 4th in M50 grade at NZ Road Champs

It will come as no surprise that the findings of many studies

with optimal and dysfunctional athletic performance, by Andrew

show that “pleasant emotions tend to help whereas unpleasant

Lane, Devonport, Soos, Karsai, Leibinger and Hamar in Journal

emotions tend to hamper performance.” As a coach I always

of Sports Science and Medicine (2010)9, 388-392, the authors

warn top flight athletes who are in a championship of

were interested to determine the relationship between ”two

importance, to inform their families prior to competing NOT to

measures of pre-competitive emotions“ and eventual excellent

tell them of any deaths etc until after they have competed and

and poor performances. The researchers used pre-competition

then they attend to the event. The motivational effect of positive

self-reported measures of “emotional intelligence and memories

emotions is well known in practice but it needs more research to

of pre-competitive emotions.” Andrew Lane, subsequently wrote

establish it scientifically.

a shorter article for ‘Peak Performance’ (2010)292, pp.8-9.
The highly debateable subject of emotional intelligence was
formally defined “as the ability to monitor one’s own and others’
feelings and emotion, to discriminate among them and to use
this information to guide one’s thinking and actions” (from
Salovey and Mayer, 1990, Emotional Intelligence. Imagination,

Sonya Rudolph had always been an active person as a youngster

Do you notice that athletics has not been mentioned? The

and tried many sports and activities. She went to school in Cape

reason is that this very versatile lady with a very young outlook

‘catch’ pleasant emotions and definitely avoid others. The coach

Town at Good Hope High School in the Gardens from Sub A to

on life never took part in any athletics in her life before she

must also closely align with these processes and occasions so

matriculation (that is her whole school career) and was a girl

turned 80 in 2009. Thanks to Bertie Warren, Andre van Rooyen

that the athlete can perform optimally. The throwing events and

guide too. But it was on the sporting front that she made her

and Leo Benning of the Whalers Athletic Club Sonya started

short sprints are all good examples of events where there can be

mark.

training and was coached by Andre van Rooyen in the discus and

that can be translated into athletic performance. Olympic

positive and negative emotions could be easily transferred

weightlifting is a supremely placed sport that has a wide range

between athletes, particularly in teams. The ability to ‘catch’

of routines and rituals that are designed to culminate in a brief,

or ‘transmit’ positive or negative emotions require certain

single and explosive effort.

identifying strategies.

by | LEO BENNING

From the athlete’s aspect it becomes crucial to know how to

an enhancement of immediate pre-competition positive emotions

Cognition and Personality. 9, p. 185-211). It was thought that

Sonya Starts At 80

The researchers were emphatic that the roles of ‘others’, i.e.
PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

team members, coaches, family and on-lookers, impacted
significantly on the athlete. The significance of the athlete’s
‘social networks’ and how the athlete dealt with that aspect,
were seen as of a high priority.
While these articles dealt mainly with team sports there was
some attention given to individual sports. Positive self-talk is a
self-regulating technique that promises improvement providing
that it is practiced and then brought into the competitive
arena e.g. “If other people are getting me down, then I will
immediately ignore them.” On the other hand “If other people

Sonya swam and played hockey and tennis for the school and
then joined various clubs over the years. She played tennis for

She took part in her first athletic meeting organised by Western

Oranje club and hockey for Gardens for about ten years and

Province Masters at the Bellville stadium on 16 January this year.

represented Peninsula at the provincial championships during

This was followed by the WP Masters Championships at Bellville

one season. Table tennis was another sport that was played at

a month later. At both of these meetings she won her events

club and provincial levels – Gardens and Ritz in Cape Town and

with good distances which were automatically Boland records as

Western Province and later for the Transvaal.

none existed.

Softball was another game that Sonya excelled in. Bowls

Another meeting followed in April and then came the South

was played a bit later for the Keurboom club as well as golf

African Masters Athletics Championships three weeks later.

at Westlake where she won the Stanley trophy in a Western

Here Sonya was again victorious in the discus and javelin and

Province competition. When living in Durban Sonya played

also the heavy weight which she had started practising about

golf at the Kloof Country Club. She now lives at Onrus Manor

a month before and she received some coaching from Leo

Retirement Village, Hermanus where she plays pool! She was

Benning. In this event she improved on the South African

introduced to master’s athletics by Bertie Warren and Andre van

W80 record by almost a metre In the heavy weight the

Rooyen who both also live there.

correct weight of 4kg was not available so Sonya had to use

are in a good mood and I want to improve my emotions”, then I

Sonya got married and had two sons and guess what? They

speak to others to try to make myself feel better.”

showed no particular interest in sport! She did secretarial

The role of the coach in transferring positive emotions to an
individual athlete is vital that it is sincere and readily accepted
by the athlete as the ‘real McCoy’. It would be poor coaching

javelin events on the sports field of the Hermanus High School.

a 5.4kg implement which makes her performance even more
praiseworthy.

work which she still does on a part-time basis. To keep up her

Sonya has been computer literate since 1985, makes knitted

strength Sonya trains at the ProFitness Gym three times a week

toys for an extra income and also paints as a hobby. She drives

here in Hermanus (120 km from Cape Town).

her own car and is really an exceptional person when one hears
that she had a heart bypass operation in 1993.

Des Hussey - 2nd M45 10km Long Distance Walk - Hastings
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Sacramento Drug Testing

Sacramento Entry Procedures

by | LYNNE SCHICKERT
This is an extract from the Sacramento Competitor’s Information

• You control the urine sample until it is sealed in the sample

Handbook, a full copy of which will be available on the WMA

collection kit.

website.
WMA, through the Sacramento LOC has engaged the services of
the United States Anti-Doping Agency to undertake drug testing
as part of the WMA Stadia Championships. Drug testing will
be conducted under the IAAF/WMA Rules that comply with the

• The sealed sample collection kit is secured and identified.
• All appropriate documentation is accurate, complete and
signed.
Note: If any part of the drug testing procedure concerns you

provisions of the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA).

it is recommended that you record your concern on the drug

Testing Procedures

If you have been granted a Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE)

The selection of athletes for testing is randomly made and any
athlete regardless, of their age and sex and the type of event

testing form and notify your Team Manager or Federation.
you should provide details on the drug testing form.

in which they are participating, may be chosen. The Procedural

Test Results and Sanctions

Guidelines established by WADA are strictly adhered to in the

If your test result is negative you will hear nothing further.

testing of all athletes. If you are selected for a test you will be
advised of this fact by a drug testing official who will be clearly
identified and accredited as part of the testing team. You will be
informed of your selection to undergo a doping test and the drug
testing official will then escort you to the testing control area.
The testing procedure will be fully explained to you and you
may request information on any matter about the drug testing

If your test sample ‘A’ returns a positive result you will be
immediately contacted and given the opportunity to provide an
explanation and to have the ‘B’ sample tested (at your expense).
You may waive your rights to supply this information or to have
the ‘B’ sample tested.
It should be noted that should you be selected for a test

procedure.

and do not comply with a request to provide a sample at the

Athlete’s Rights

NOTE: The LOC does not conduct hearings or apply sanctions.

An athlete is normally advised of his or her selection for a drug
test immediately after they have completed an event. The
drug testing official who advises you of the selection will then
remain with you until such time as you report to the testing
control area. You may nominate another person (one only) to
accompany you to the drug testing process. With the consent
of your drug testing official, and at all times in full view of the
official, you may:

appropriate time that sanctions may be applied.
Positive tests will be reported to your National Federation/
Association for their follow up within the provisions of the
Anti-Doping Rules. In some circumstances the WMA will be
responsible for this process.
To ensure that their medication meets the required standards,
Australian athletes with medical concerns should apply to the
OAMA Medical Ofﬁcer, Dr Roger Parrish,
email: roger@parag.com.au
PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

• Attend a victory ceremony.
• Compete in future events.
• Receive necessary medical attention.
• Fulfil media commitments.
• Warm down (cool off) or recuperate.

Athlete’s Responsibilities
It is the athlete’s responsibility to ensure that the following is
done during the sample collection process:
• You are aware of and comply with the IAAF/WMA/WADA
doping control regulations.
• You report to the drug testing control area within an hour of
the completion of the event for which you are being tested.
• Testing must be completed on the day the competition
occurred.
• You comply with the drug testing procedure.

Andrew Wark (12) 3rd in M40 grade at NZ Road Champs
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Are You On Drugs?

Mike in Slovenia

by | DON QUINN

by | MIKE PIPER

Well, to be more specific, are you taking any medications that

How do you know what drugs are on the Prohibited List? Some of

New Zealand is renowned for its mountains and forests and, as

The scene is set and, with the setting not unlike Queenstown,

contain items on the World Anti-Doping Agency Prohibited List?

the items are incomprehensible to most of us such as one of the

runners, we are blessed with many magnificent off-road trails

a run is essential. It is six kilometres around the lake with

For my long term asthma condition I have taken medication

banned anabolic steroids called esoxymethyltestosterone

that allow us to enjoy training in a hugely scenic environment.

only slight rises and this allows you to view the total landscape

containing items on the Prohibited List. If I were drug tested and

(17α-methyl-5α-androst-2-en-17β-ol). Your doctor can advise

Recently I was in Slovenia, a small country created in 1992

from different angles. I don’t think that there are many places

prohibited items found in my sample, I could have faced a range

you if they have access to the latest Prohibited List (remember

when it broke away from the former Yugoslavia. The population

in the world that could match this run in the early morning

of serious penalties.

that the list changes each calendar year).

is about two million and the capital city is Ljubljana. In 2004,

as the sun rises. Surrounded by the Julian Alps, Lake Bled is

Slovenia joined the European Union, and this prosperous nation

clearly a picture postcard tourist attraction, and for any runners

is covered in forests to the extent of about 50%.

contemplating a weekend away while travelling Europe, this is

The world sporting bodies certainly want athletes continuing to

Another useful source is on the Australian Sports Anti-Doping

take medication where it is necessary for a medical condition.

Authority (ASADA) website at:

So there is a process where you can apply to have your use of

www.asada.gov.au/resources/publications.html which has an

The town of Bled carries a population of just over 5,000 and is

international airport, with plenty of accommodation and is of

medication approved provided that your doctor can establish that

athlete guide called “Check your substances 2010”. This tells you

situated as a tourist town on Lake Bled, a beautiful lake 2.1km

course a perfect base in winter for runners who wish for a ski

it is essential to treat your particular medical condition and where

the commercial names of common medications and whether the

long and 1.4km wide. This lake is crystal clear, 30 metres deep

holiday where the nearby Straza Ski Area provides more than

you obtain no competitive advantage. This process is called a

• Product is permitted for use in sport

with an island in the middle.

adequate ski facilities.

Therapeutic Use Exemption or TUE for short and it is something

• Product is prohibited from use in sport

that I applied for and had accepted a few years ago. All I need to

• Product’s use is subject to certain conditions.

Above the lake on the north shore standing on a 130 metre cliff

Recently the 2010 World Mountain Running Championships were

do is take a copy of the approved TUE to a championship where

• Product is permitted for use in sport for females only

is the oldest castle in Slovenia, dating back to 1004. Access to

held in Slovenia, again illustrating what magnificent running

the island in the middle is by gondola (the Pletna boat) and upon

trails and tracks and off-road routes exist in this picturesque

This list is also useful because some off-the-shelf medications

arrival a 99 step climb takes you to the 15th century church of

country of Slovenia.

which you may only use for temporary conditions (e.g. cold and

The Assumption of Mary. It is here that couples come from all

flu, sinus) also contain banned substances which may show up in

over the world to marry and the reason for my visit was for a

drug test results.

family wedding.

drug testing may apply and I would have no worries if I were
actually selected for a drug test.
PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

the place for you. Bled is only 35 kilometres from the Ljubljana

The ASADA site also has a guide on what is actually involved
with a drug test should you be selected to have one. This is in a

World Masters Athletics website:

Coaching Corner

www.world-masters-athletics.org/antidoping/tue-form-standard

by | MIKE WEDDELL

The next step is to take it to your doctor to fill in the medical
details required. The completed TUE should then be mailed to:

Performing at your best…

Dr Roger Parrish

In athletics if we want to perform as well as possible we need to

If the main goal is worlds and as next year it is in the northern

Oceania Masters Athletics – Medical officer

do two things. Well there are probably more than two but I am

hemisphere we cannot think of the traditional winter and summer

17 Brentwood Avenue, Figtree Heights, NSW 2525

just thinking of two at the moment. We need to decide when we

training. If we compete in track and field up to the end of our

Telephone (02) 4275 1800 work) or (02) 4228 6260

want to perform well and how we are going to adjust our training

summer we then need to complete the whole training sequence

to perform well at that time. It makes sense to perform well at

in about four months, with about two months build up and a

Dr Parrish is the designated Oceania medical officer with whom

the most important events such as nationals or worlds which are

month sport specific then whatever competition can be arranged.

medical matters and TUE issues may be discussed. His email

appropriate at the moment as these are the next two big events

Doing pre-worlds competition on the way there is an ideal way

address is roger@parag.com.au

on the calendar.

to prepare. It is better if there are several spaced out days of

Regardless of which event we intend to compete in the basic

competition rather than just a couple of days.

The final and important message to take away is to ensure that

principals are the same – build up phase, then event specific

It may seem to be a disadvantage having this truncated

you have a TUE covering any banned substance that may show

training then competition phase. The only way to get this right

preparation leading up to worlds but if the previous targeted event

up in your doping-control test results. Remember, it is YOUR

is to work backwards from the day of competition. Working

was nationals then it is effectively a double peak in one season.

RESPONSIBILITY. So don’t delay, start making enquiries NOW.

backwards we start with a taper, and then a phase of regular

It is also very important to have a planned taper leading up to the

competition, then the event specific training, then to the start of

main competition. You should arrive at the first of the preliminary

the sequence with build up.

rounds totally rested and ready to perform at your best. Anything

document called “Athlete Testing Guide” which is designed to help
athletes understand what will happen during and after a testing
session and their rights and responsibilities in relation to testing.
If your doctor or other expert advice has determined that a TUE
will be required, TUE applications may be downloaded from the

Don Quinn is the President of Queensland Masters Athletics.

less is a wasted opportunity.

David Smyth won the M40 10km Long Distance Walk - Hastings
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Keep Those Relays
							 Running

Tim Cross (5003) supports relays

PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

by | TIM CROSS

The 2010 New Zealand Road Relay Championships held in

These kind gestures showed that team spirit is alive and well in

Inglewood in early October were well represented by master’s

the competitive environment of a national relay.

teams from all over the country. In the Men 40 to 49 grade ten
teams were entered. In the M50+ grade eleven teams were

When Malcolm Chamberlin from Auckland City Athletics was

entered and in the W35+ nine teams were entered.

asked, “What keeps you coming back to the national relay?”
He said, “It’s the people and the team. The team, encourage

For avid relay runners the excitement felt before competing in

you to give of your best on the day.” Brett Laurent also from

the national relay championships seldom wanes. Sometimes we

Auckland City Athletics likes to compete because of the “team

have a very good sense of what we are about to experience and

spirit.” He also commented, “that participating in the fifties

at other times we have no idea at all. This is particularly evident

teams encourage those who are not the elite to participate for

when there are new relay courses to run, as in Inglewood, and

their clubs.”

when teams enter new runners in their line-up and this new
blood gives us a hint of the possible surprises in store. Relay

I think it is accurate to say that the glue that helps keep many

running encourages competition between clubs but what really

of the masters teams coming back to the national relays is

keeps these masters of the national relay scene coming back

the concept of ‘doing it for the team.’ This was the overriding

year after year?

message that I received talking to members from many teams at

intermediate aged children. This is a four times one kilometre

With this in mind and with what has been expressed in this

the relays. Like old wooden buildings that have stood the test of

relay and this age group thrive on representing their schools in a

article, it is timely to encourage more variety in the relay options

I asked Ian Morrison from Tasman Tigers this question. Ian is

time many masters’ runners I talked to spoke passionately about

cross-country team event.

that are being currently offered in both the South and North

an ‘old salty’ on the relay scene, having participated in the last

the national relays and the great benefits that the event had to

twelve national road relays. He replied “The most important

offer clubs in building team spirit and in building friendships and

Many masters’ runners throughout New Zealand would be

Zealand Masters Athletics Championships. These events all have

aspect of relay running is the opportunity to run as a team and

relationships.

able to name many various forms of relays that they have

4 x 100 metres relay options but I would like to see the range of

participated in over the years that they really enjoyed. I think it

options for relays extended to also include 4 x 400 metres and
medley races.

not as an individual - as the focus is for most running events.”

Island Masters Athletics Championships and also in The New

He went on to say that the National Road Relay Championships

In my opinion the New Zealand Road Relay Championships do

would be fun, exciting and most important of all, team building

“Gives many clubs the opportunity to throw a group of runners

contribute significantly to the overall team spirit of a club. On

if clubs developed exciting relay races into their club programs

together and form a team without any real champions and to

many different levels participating in relays builds relationships

that offered a variety relay options over a season. The promotion

I believe that medley relays would more readily combine short,

be able to compete at national level.” Ian acknowledged the

within clubs and also between clubs from around New Zealand.

of relay running within the club structure would enhance and

middle and long distance runners together in a team, whereas

importance of the team. He also recognised that relay running

Relays bring out the best in individual’s abilities to get the most

develop what has already been expressed by many masters in

these runners might not necessarily get together because of the

for the over fifties group was still about serious competition

out of themselves when running for the team and relays also

this article that relay running in its many forms is a really great

nature of their different events. I also believe that introducing

but just as important as this was the occasion itself, and the

bring out the best in people’s character. With this in mind, do

exercise in team building and in creating team spirit.

4 x 400 metres relays would encourage more middle distance

opportunity to form friendships that were “invaluable and

clubs need to be providing more opportunities for members to

lasting.”

participate in relays wether it is at national, interclub or at club

I participated in the Oceania Masters Championships in Tahiti

distance runners may feel less likely to participate if running a

level? Within the winter and summer running programs it would

this year and I ran in four individual events but the highlight

100 metres leg of a relay but more likely to participate if running

This theme of friendship was certainly to the fore especially

be exciting to see clubs introduce some relay events that could

and the event that gave me the most enjoyment was the 4

a 400 metres leg of a relay. Should relays at the nationals and

with the Tasman Tigers and Auckland University 50 plus teams

have the potential to develop the team ethic and team spirit

x 100 metres relay with a combined age group of 210 years

North and South Island masters be sprint distances mainly

this year. The competitive spirit was truly alive between the

of clubs. In a sport that is focused on individual performances

or more. The New Zealand team I ran for consisted of team

catering for sprinters or should we be encouraging more relays

two teams but also evident was the sense of camaraderie and

it would be good to have more relay events that encourage

members across a wide range of age groups. In Tahiti the 4

so that there is a more of a range of distances and possibly

sportsmanship. The friendly rivalry, quick-witted banter and

teamwork and thus develop club spirit.

x100 metre relays and medley relays with the varying age

creating possibilities for more runners to participate in relays?

encouragement for members of both teams were a highlight of

runners into participating in relays as at the moment middle

totals for the teams including 150 to 179 years, 180 to 209

the event. Gavin Stevens from the Auckland University Club was

Relays come in many different forms but with a sprinkling of

years and 210 years plus, added variety and excitement to the

If you enjoy relay running and can appreciate the benefits I

the epitome of good sportsmanship and his sense of humour and

imagination, a dose of enthusiasm and a little effort some

relay program and gave a real buzz to the atmosphere at the

encourage you to persuade the powers that be in your club to

encouragement for all made the day that much more enjoyable.

fantastic events can be organised at club level. Athletics Nelson

stadium. Spectators and athletes alike could and did lift the

incorporate more relay options into your program. If you are

Club organise a two-person relay where faster runners names

roof of the stadium with their enthusiastic support for the teams

the powers that be in your club I encourage you to think about

A special mention needs to be given to both the Auckland

are placed in one hat and other runners names are placed in

representing their country.

the opinions expressed in this article and offer relay alternatives

University Club and Auckland City Athletics for their care and

another hat and the teams are picked randomly, one name from

genuine concern and help given to Mike Morrissey from the

each of the hats. This guarantees teams with mixed abilities,

In my opinion athletics clubs focussed on track running have a

Relays in all their forms do provide many benefits to individuals

Tasman Tigers team when on lap five he got the ‘speed wobbles’

mixed grades and more often than not male and female team

very good history of introducing into their programs a variety

and clubs. Most importantly they offer opportunities to build

and had to lie down on the grass verge and recover. A big thank

combinations. One of the most exciting events that I run in

of relay events with shorter, longer and medley events being on

team spirit. So get out there and keep the relays running!

you from the Tasman Tigers is extended to all those who helped.

Nelson is the annual inter schools cross-country relays for

offer.
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Baring Your Sole
by | RON STEVENS

World Masters Track & Field Champs
Sacramento 6 -17 July 2011

A great location • Excellent accommodation • Packages at very affordable prices
Airfares ex Auckland, transfers from San Francisco and 14 nights accommodation.
Pre-champs tour to Las Vegas / Grand Canyon.
After Champs tour (14 days) Seattle, San Juan Islands, Victoria incl. 7 day Alaska Cruise.
Return to NZ ex Vancouver add NZ$250
Accomodation

Packages have:
• Breakfast included
• Evening reception - Mon/Tues/Wed
• Swimming pool & Swirlpool
• Free internet and WiFi access
• Bus to the track (200m walk)
• Free coffee in lobby
• Safes available
• Handy to shops and 30 restaurants
• Air Conditioning
• One & two bedroom units with
kitchens, stove, dishwasher
• Fridge, ice maker
• Toaster, tea/coffee.
• Pots, cutlery, crockery
• Microwave, ironing board, hair dryer
• Cable TV
• Laundry on site

14 night packages:
Studio Queen:
Penthouse:

$3550 p.p. (share twin)
$3324 p.p. (share triple)
$3040 p.p. (share quad)
Two Bdrm units: $3040 p.p. (share quad)
Units are one level, with 2 bathrooms
(All units have fold down couch)

* Plus Airport taxes

Pre Champs Tour

Flight from Los Angeles to Las Vegas. Three nights Las Vegas.
Free time with option of flight or coach to Grand Canyon. There
are numerous top shows every night and other attractions.

After Champs Tour (18-31 July)
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the terrain.” - reminiscent of Cerutty’s ‘running over the ground

elderly Chinese woman with traditionally bound feet clinging to

rather than on it’ - an elusive feeling but exhilarating when it

a handrail on some steps in Beijing. The theme continued with

happens.

the more recent personal discovery that rising on to tiptoe is
almost a lost art and culminated in the simultaneous loan of a

Robilliard’s most surprising finding is that the foot does not have

copy of Running Times* brought back from Britain by a training

to develop a protective thick, corny sole as “the skin becomes

mate and the surprise arrival of a small book as a premature

very smooth, much like soft leather.” (p.20) but that is probably

birthday present.

after the small increments of barefoot experience recommended
and aided by the numerous flexibility drills common amongst

From the Chinese ancient practice of crippling foot binding to

sprinters but rarer amongst distance runners. Moving into the

the four inch stilettos of the catwalk (also, I suspect, crippling),

barefoot brigade probably requires patience but the reported

shoe designers have aimed to improve nature into whatever is

racing 100 miles without shoes makes Abebe Bikila’s barefoot

fashionable at the time. Running shoes have sought to provide

win in the 1960 Olympic marathon appear positively self-

comfort and performance and correction of personal gaits until

indulgent.

recent evidence (two American and one Italian) suggests that
the type of running injury you currently suffer might be traced

No doubt manufacturers will produce expensive decals to drape

to the type of shoe that you are wearing and rotation of shoes is

around the bare foot to initiate a new fashion - and to offset a

recommended to limit collateral damage.

decline in sports shoe sales income - but this summer I’m going
to give barefoot running a trial, at least on resilient surfaces.

Brian Metzger* suggests that the latest ‘breakthrough’ in shoe

Watch this pace!

design is the minimilist approach. Maybe the multilayered
midsole, the elevated heel or the various foot-plant “controls”

*Metzler, Brian. Change is Afoot. Running Times.

which almost totally prevent the sole from being flexed are on

September, 2010

Seattle, San Juan Island, Victoria and Alaskan Cruise.
Monday 18 July: Flight to Seattle.
Tuesday/Wednesday: Sightseeing including the Boeing factory.
Thursday: Depart on our clipper to Friday Harbor on the San Juan
Islands. Option to go sea kayaking, whale watching.
Friday: Arrive in scenic Victoria at 6pm.
Saturday: Morning tour of Victoria followed by a visit to Buchart
Gardens.
Sunday. Free morning. 11:30am departure for Vancouver. We board
our Alaskan bound cruise ship. Our seven night cruise departs at 5pm.
Return to Vancouver.

shoes of yesteryear which routinely blistered the heels might

** Robilliard, Jason. The Barefoot Running Book,

not return but Jason Robilliard in his “The Barefoot Running

www.jasonrobilliard.com (Second Printing, 2010)

Book” ** enthusiastically expounds the ultimate alternative
of discarding running shoes altogether (eventually) for all types
of terrain and even for ultra-distance racing. It sounds like a
modern form of bastinado and since even watching anyone walk
across sharp gravel gives me sympathetic cringes in the groin,
running on such surfaces is, for me, a long way off.
For some time I have toyed with the idea of returning to training
barefoot to regain some foot flexibility. In the 1960s the notable

Deposits:

British international Bruce Tulloch often raced barefoot and tried

• Las Vegas: $200
• Sacramento: $400
• After Champs Tour & Cruise: $400
Second payment: $1000 (due 15 December 2010)
Balance: (due 15 March 2011)
Make payments by cheque to:
Roy Skuse (Australian cheques) or to Online Sports Tours
(NZ cheques).
Direct credit also available. Payment by Credit Card, add 2%.
Australian bank currency charges also apply.

ONLINE SPORTS TOURS
PO Box 57
Gisborne, New Zealand

Other times, I may imagine I am water smoothly flowing over

a few years ago when I was somewhat horrified to see an

the way out and the natural look is being tried again. The gym

Prices are Ex Auckland in NZ$ unless otherwise quoted

Tour escorted by
Roy and Colleen Skuse

There is a cumulative element in these thoughts which started

Ph: +64-6-868 7700
Fax: +64-6-867 8366
email: roy@netfares.co.nz
www.onlinesportstours.co.nz

to promulgate the idea. I tried it for a period and recorded six
miles in 29:23, shoeless, on Christchurch’s Rugby Park grass
track. The dry, gritty surface produced impressive blisters on
the big toes (apparently a passing phase) but also an enduring
career PB. Barefoot running certainly contributed. Why did I ever
drop the practice?
First attempts at barefoot running, after childhood, are most
comfortable on spongy grass or on the beach. The stride
shortens, your legs feel freer and your foot plant adapts quickly
to an efficient ‘outer edge first’ cushioning action (what the
Australian coach Percy Cerutty likened to trapping a coin rolling
towards a drain hole). Jarring heel landing, which is probably
the most common foot-strike in shoes, is soon eliminated and
the stride feels more relaxed until, in Robilliard’s words “I like to
imagine that I am a graceful animal such as a gazelle.

Shoes or no shoes?
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PHOTO | ROWAN GREIG

My Rocky Road
To Four World Records

starting line at a rather wet Christchurch half marathon.
Thanks to all my amazing Scottish Harriers friends, Gabby
O’Rourke and Vicki Humphries, (who both have a direct line to
our creator) my family and Matt, I crossed the finished line in
1:24:56, well inside the record of 1:26:21. Three down, one to
go - the most difficult one, the marathon!
When I came down off my high a few days later I noticed that

by | BERNIE PORTENSKI

the niggle in my right calf was not responding to self treatment.
I had to fit one more long Makara run in as it was now only

After finishing my first marathon in Rotorua in 1981 (in a time

schedule, very quickly. Wisely, I switched to the half marathon

three weeks until my marathon. Time was running out, so I did

of 3:38), I realised that this was possibly my favourite distance

and just missed out on the world record of 1:26:20 running

what desperate runners do, I stuck to my schedule. The niggle

to race - 107 marathons later, I knew that my passion was

1:27. I was happy that I was running again!

was now a definite pain so I immediately stopped running for

definitely racing 42.195km, the marathon!

six days and went into damage control. My newfound friendship
December found me recovering from this event and training for

with the gym kicked in, as I duplicated my running schedule on

I turned 40 in 1990 and always eyed the world master’s records

an attempt at the 10,000m track race in Tauranga in January

the cross training machine. No easing into this, of course, so

for different distances. The W40-50 category was ridiculously

– the record was 39:21. Another failed attempt, clocking 39:47.

soon a niggle in my knee stopped me.

out of reach, especially for the marathon e.g. Priscilla Welsh (42)

All good training I thought and I was learning to race again.

winning the New York City marathon in 2:26:51. I surmised that

Finally on 21 February I succeeded in breaking the 5,000m

Aqua jogging at 6am by myself in Kilbirnie pool on a Sunday

the only plan to achieve world master’s records was to get older,

record running 18:51.13 (19.14 was the previous record).

morning made me appreciate my chosen sport of running, pool

“hang in there” and not slow down too much. This plan worked

A week later I achieved the 10,000m record in 39:04. I

work always needed a warm up after so on to a stationary bike.

well in my 50’s with various records over the 3,000, 5,000 and

attempted, but failed the 3,000m record, twice and then ran out

The calf was improving! I was now back to jogging but with two

10,000 distances. However the marathon was always out of

of track season. Maybe one for 2011!

weeks to go it was time to taper.

reach and yet that was the one that I wanted most!
Planning the marathon and half marathon distances was more

It was a lovely morning with a slight breeze when I stood

Finally, when I reached 59 last year, I searched for the official

difficult as it was necessary for the courses to be WMA certified.

nervously on the start line of the marathon in South Port, Gold

W60-65 records - a very difficult and confusing task - and

That excluded my favourite Rotorua marathon in May so this was

Coast. Rob De Castella was shouting motivating phrases on the

discovered that, due to the certification of the courses, there

relegated to a long training run (not recommended by Matt).

loud speaker. He was terrific! I kept thinking that everything he

were official and unofficial records for the marathon. For

was saying was exactly right!

example, Barbara Miller, USA, ran 3:14; I had just run Rotorua

I then planned for the Christchurch half marathon in June and

Matt had text me the night before with his style of quiet

in 3:07, so all looked promising just three months off my 60th

then for the marathon on the Gold Coast in July. The marathon

motivation that stuck in my mind so vividly throughout the night

birthday!

training now stepped up a notch:

“All the best, your time has come”. He was right, at my age you

- Makara runs got darker and I swear, longer!

might only have one shot at this marathon record.

This is when plans fell apart!
Firstly, Des Young, my diligent and very supportive running

- ice baths got colder, especially in the pouring rain,
- three minute reps felt like four minute reps, and,

The gun went off and my plan to run with the under 3hour

- tempo runs never appeared fast enough

group, led by Steve Monenghetti, was abandoned when at 5km

mate, found an elusive website showing that five women had

we were on a 2:55 pace - pity, now it was harder by myself but

run under 3:14, the unofficial fastest being Claudine Marchadier

My dedicated group of running friends, who trained

risking that fast pace at the start meant that I could pay later. I

(France) in 2007, running 3:02:50 on a course that appeared to

enthusiastically throughout the summer with me on Kilbirnie

decided to sit well off the pack at a 2:58 -2.59 pace. New socks

be certified. These records were confusing and the final result

Park, now thinned out as their racing goals were different. They

were causing a burning sensation in my feet (tough). I found

was, best to run under 3:02:50, a time that I hadn’t achieved

refused to do speed work on a now slushy, dark park and some

the pace quite hard the whole way but encouraging when I

since 2006.

even got pregnant to avoid it! My now frequent double workouts

went through half-way in 1:28:48 - my usual mental melt down

of running/swimming back-to-back often found me in the

between 21 - 28km was real. By 30-35km I was still on 2:59

Secondly, shortly after running 60km on my 60th birthday

aquatic centre somewhat blue-lipped. The only relief from this

pace but the head wind was a bit demanding (excuse!)

in August 2009 (birthday pressy) I became unwell and was

uncomfortable training was my sessions on the stationary bike

diagnosed with hyperthyroidism or more specific, Graves

that was in the comfort of my lounge!

disease. This is a thyroid malfunction problem which basically

Prayers were answered when at 37km, just when you have to
dig deep, a young woman (40ish) passed me with the Nike logo

stuffs your running! Medication, a good optimistic specialist

I imagine that coaching me got tricky for Matt, training me for

“JUST DO IT” on her shorts. I repeated this to myself as we

and a supportive coach Matt Dravitzki, got me on the road to

a marathon (Rotorua) then a half marathon (Christchurch) then

worked together and pulled each other along. Feeling as though

recovery.

an attempt at a marathon record (Gold Coast), all within two

we were sprinting, the finish line finally was in sight 3:01:30

months. The Rotorua marathon went well and I felt strong as I

yeah! 80 seconds to spare!

The thought of track season approaching and my promise to

finished in 3:24 and Betty Harp (3:29). We rewarded our bodies

Mike Piper to run the 100th Invercargill marathon in November,

with a large ice bath in the motels towel bin (kiwi ingenuity!)

YES! It was all worth it! Now when can I try for that under three

found me going from a humbling level of fitness to a running

Finally, after good hard training for five weeks, I was on the

hours again!

Bernie on her ‘rocky road’
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Bernie Portenski
PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

many years been at the forefront in producing top performances
of world ranking proportions over varying age groups,
particularly in distance running. The names of Jack Foster, John
Campbell, Ron Robertson and Derek Turnbull readily come to
mind, as too do those of Lorraine Moller, Jenny McDonald, Mary
O’Conner, and Ngaire Drake.
In recent months, we have seen another athlete, Bernie
Portenski, break world record performances in four distance
events, namely:
5,000 metres.			

18:51.13

10,000 metres.			

39:04.23

Half marathon			

1:24:56

Marathon.			

3:01:30.

to me. For years now, I have had an affectionate nick name for

emotional moment for me, when the news came through, for

Bernie, which she has accepted with grace, together with the

I knew just what the record meant to her. I was aware of the

cheek I have given her. She has given me plenty back, and the

planning, of the preparation, and of her desire to succeed. The

light hearted banter has given much fun to our friendship.

serious side of my friend had been rewarded.

by | MIKE PIPER
New Zealand masters athletes both men and women, have for

When Bernie broke the marathon record, it was a highly

salutes your achievements. Let us hope that Runners World or

of her personality. For some years now, my annual Christmas

Running Times as well as New Zealand publications pick up and

card from Bernie has been addressed as follows. “The Old Bald

write about your fabulous 2010 world records.

Headed Broken Down Runner”, Invercargill. The card always gets

Perspiring In Paradise
by | JAN BANENS

I have known Bernie for nearly 30 years, as a good friend, a
fellow athlete and I have retained my good looks by utilising

They call it Paradise! The 15th Oceania Masters Athletics

Vénus lighthouse. The Paul Gaugan Museum was an interesting

Championships were recently held in the exotic tropical island of

but poorly curated display of this famous painter (whom we

Tahiti, the main island of French Polynesia.

found was not positively regarded by everyone in Tahiti), and

I left Canberra with the mercury stuck on minus 6oC and drove

her services as my Wellington hairdresser. I have seen the fun

to Sydney (which was experiencing its coldest June day for 64

side of her personality, and also the serious side, with dedication

years) for the early morning flight out on the following day to

applied, as she has fitted together work, family and running
commitments.

Tahiti.

Bernie Portenski is a person with a huge work ethic, and her

In Sydney airport authorities were unable to locate a tractor
to push our plane out which made us an hour late arriving in

recent four world records came as no surprise to me. Although

Auckland. The result was that it left less than five minutes to

not living in Wellington, I was close to the action and the

exit the plane, navigate several sets of stairs and security checks

preparations, as Bernie embarked on her journey.
No matter what ability an athlete has, you just do not go out
and break a world record when you feel like it. The preparation
and training has to be planned in detail, and the body has to be
injury free. Sacrifices have to be made in one’s lifestyle, and as
an age group athlete, there is plenty that can go wrong along
the way. Bernie, in her article “My Rocky Road to Four World

Author - Mike Piper
deserves greater recognition, for in an athletic career spanning
over 30 years, she has achieved so much and has proven that
women athletes can perform at the highest level into their
sixties.

Records” has explained that for her the passage to success was

It is fitting that Bernie’s name sits engraved in the pavement in

not all plain sailing and she had her failures through sickness

Boston’s Copley Square as a former Boston Marathon masters

causing her training schedule to be upset.

winner, and it was nice to see a few years ago, Bernie named

I always thought that Bernie could break the two track records
in the 5,000metres and 10,000 metres, and the half marathon
record also looked achievable for her. The event that appeared to

as the “Wellingtonian of the Year.” It would, however, be good
to see some further recognition given to this fine woman for her
world record achievements in 2010.

have the most difficult record was the marathon, which although

Bernie Portenski is inspirational, and younger women of all ages

probably Bernie’s best distance, had a 3:02:50 record, and to

cannot help but be motivated by Bernie’s dedication, work ethic,

achieve this, all had to go right on the day. Fortunately Bernie

and leadership qualities. She should be congratulated for the

is a runner who uses her head, and races so that her splits are

huge support that she has given to New Zealand athletics over

perfect for the goal time that she has set. As a very experienced

the years. Marathon events all over the country have had her

marathoner, (over 100 marathons), she knew what she had to

support, from her favourite Rotorua marathon to those in Otago

do to break the record. Her lead up form indicated that she was

and in my own event in Southland.

ready and her huge support team were rewarded with her Gold

and run 1000 metres and check-in for the connecting flight and
hope that the luggage was also transferred. This was quite
anxiety-producing as a missed flight could have meant a three
day wait for the next flight to Tahiti. Fortunately Air Tahiti Nui
delayed their departure by three quarters of an hour so that 30
or so Australians and their luggage could make the flight.
On arrival at 11pm local time, on the day before we left Sydney
(courtesy of the International Date Line), athletes and officials
were greeted by a Tahitian ukulele band and draped with
Tiare (gardenia) leis by organising committee members. After
working out where people were staying we were bussed to our
hotels. I had commenced to glow (sweat) on exiting the plane,
and other than air-conditioned breaks in the hotel, did not stop
glowing until I left Tahiti twelve days later.
On the first day, we went on a day-long tour around the main
part of the island where an articulate and knowledgeable hostess
entertained us with a wealth of facts and interesting anecdotes
about Tahiti, its culture and politics. Tahiti is a spectacular
tropical island, dominated by two huge (up to 2322m) rugged
tropical-jungle covered ancient volcanoes joined by a narrow

She has run track races throughout her career, as well as road

isthmus into a figure eight. The larger circle, more heavily

races, half marathons and cross country events. Her success in

World Age Group Record breakers do not get much media

developed and populated is called Tahiti Nui, and the smaller

all of the running disciplines has come as the result of her huge

attention, and the lack of media recognition for Bernie is

more tranquil and much less populated is called Tahiti Iti.

training commitment through listening to her various coaches

disappointing, considering her four world records in recent

and in her later years by learning to cross train effectively so as

months. I know that there are many New Zealanders and many

to best prepare herself for the physical effort required as a 60

overseas who applaud her achievements. This evergreen runner

year old to produce world class performances.

Coast Marathon success.
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“Well done Bernie.” I know that all of the athletic community

I now look forward to a little bit more fun from the lighter side

We stopped where Captain Cook observed the transit of Venus
across the sun, where the infamous Captain Bligh from the illfated mutiny on the Bounty survived to reach Tahiti, and where
the father of Robert Louis Stephenson constructed de Pointe

lunched at the Gaugan Restaurant where the food was beautiful.
We were taken to picturesque waterfalls and gardens, sacred
caves and an ancient marae or sacred stone outdoor temple.
Our hostess told us that in Tahiti bread and many other
essential commodities, including petrol, are the same price
everywhere because they are government subsidised, and are
usually identified in shops by a red dot. We found out that the
unusual elongated roadside mail boxes were actually breadboxes
designed to keep delivered baguettes out of the rain. We also
noted many roadside stalls with fish on display hanging off sticks
and were told that these were freshly caught fish for sale to
commuters returning home from work. We were also told that
Tahiti was also virtually crime free until about ten years ago
when unfortunately illegal drugs found their way to the island,
and now graffiti and begging are becoming increasingly common
and part of life in Papeete.
While French is the preferred language in towns, the Tahitian
language is still widely used. It consists of five vowels and nine
consonants, with Tahitian words often containing a sequence of
vowels that are all individually pronounced. It was nevertheless
not too difficult for an English speaker to be understood with a
little effort.
After we returned to our hotel a group of us made our first
evening sortie to the wharf area about a kilometre away where
we found the Les Roulottes or mobile food vans, and where one
could eat fish or steak and chips, chow mein, pizza, crepes and
much more, comparatively cheaply. We enjoyed the informal
outdoor atmosphere sharing our meals with friends, other
tourists and locals at plastic tables in balmy temperatures so
much that we ate there almost every night. Has anyone ever
tried a Nutella and banana crepe? – Delicious!
We found that walking the footpaths of Papeete in the evening
was quite a challenge. There was very little street lighting and
the footpaths, where they existed, had random step ups, slopes,
step downs as well as potholes, fire hydrants, and often cars
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parked across them. Usually one keen-eyed person in the group

The local currency the Pacifique Franc with its 500, 1000,

walked point and identified all the hazards as they encountered

5000, 10,000 franc notes, initially caused confusion for some

them to the others of the following group.

individuals. My husband, who elected to pay the championship

Our hotel The Tahiti Nui was new and modern, with very
spacious rooms and comfortable fittings, but it had a number of
quirky features – like no shower curtains, no internal stairs and
the room key cards did not always operate the elevator. One
athlete from Melbourne with world records to her name could
not manage the elevator so she took to the external wooden
stairs unaware that the painters were working hard just a step

entry fees for both of us in Tahiti, extracted large numbers of
francs from the teller machines and could not understand why
the hole in the wall would not let him withdraw anymore. He
then encouraged me to do the same so we would have enough
money to pay the entry fees. On later reflection he discovered
that he had mistaken the number of noughts and we almost had
enough money for a down payment on a small house!

or two further down. Before she knew it she had both her

While most local shop owners were scrupulously honest, at

feet planted in fresh yellow paint, and then realising her error,

least one took advantage of the currency confusion when one

stepped back … leaving two perfect yellow foot prints on the

colleague paid for a cup of coffee with a 5000 franc (~$60)

blue carpet. The painters cleaned her shoes and the carpet, and

note rather than a 500 franc (~$6) note and despite much

erected a warning barrier!

protestation received small change in relation to a 500 franc

As we had arrived in Tahiti a couple of days before the

note – a very expensive cup of coffee.

dance routine.
Our stay in Tahiti also coincided with a solar eclipse on 11 July
and thousands of serious eclipse watchers from all over the
world had gathered in Tahiti for the event. We were regularly
accosted at the Roullotes by enterprising Americans trying to
sell us specially tinted glasses for watching the eclipse. While

day of competition proved to be a beautiful clear day with a
temperature of 28oC albeit with 100% humidity. Stade Pater
was in perfect condition with a beautiful new two-tone blue
tartan track, a beautiful grass infield and a fantastic outlook
onto towering mountains covered by rainforest and framed by
hovering white clouds.

Tahiti was an initial focus for these eclipse watchers many flew

The competition events were run by experienced local, Australian

to Easter Island where the eclipse was total, whereas others

and New Zealand officials supported by lots of volunteers –

took to cruise boats and yet others chartered a jet to follow the

mainly secondary school students ‑ all attired in yellow, blue and

eclipse. It is amazing the amount of money people will spend to

red tee shirts reflecting their responsibilities. All events started

experience a little bit of darkness that we get every night!

on time and were competently run, with only a few hiccups,

As we were in Tahiti we were nevertheless going participate
in the eclipse experience and at 6.30am a bedraggled blearyeyed assortment of athletes assembled by the pool at the back
of the hotel looking silly in our 100-franc eclipse glasses. We
watched the gradual solar eclipse of the sun by the moon, saw

and the enthusiasm and efficiency continued throughout the
championships. The key local officials and organisers headed by
Titaua Maurin, (which included Australia’s meet director Barry
Mullins, and backroom support Yvonne Mullins) were always
present and ensured that issues and problems were promptly
addressed. This problem solving even extended to the point of

championships started, we explored Papeete, a unique and

The OAMA championships coincided with a number of cultural

the mottled shadows on the ground become thinner and thinner

interesting city of around 120,000 people. The city’s centre

and other events including the outrigger canoe races inside and

crescents as the moon travelled across the sun. The eclipse,

was one of contrasts ‑ dilapidated and shabby buildings and

outside Papeete Harbour, where hundreds of male and female

which reached its peak at about 7.35am and saw 97.5% of the

areas mixed with more modern buildings and grand beautifully-

paddlers of all age categories dressed in traditional pareus or

sun being obscured, did result in the street lights coming back

The medal presentations had a unique and enjoyable island

presented colonial buildings. The waterfront park in particular

wrap around skirts and flower crowns competed in one, three,

on, but even 2.5% of sunlight meant that it never got much

character. Place getters were announced as “The third winner

was wonderfully designed and laid out, and an absolute pleasure

six and sixteen-paddler canoes over at a two week period. The

darker than early twilight.

is …”; The second winner is …”; and “The big winner is …” –

to walk through. It provided a great vantage point to admire

local newspaper la Dépêche de Tahiti was full of spectacular

the giant yachts of the rich and famous moored in the adjacent

pictures of the canoe races; however, we always seemed to be

marina– the biggest being a 40-metre monster schooner owned

too early or too late for the competition, although we did see

by the Prince of Sweden.

hundreds of outrigger canoes piled up along the waterfront. It

The bustling Papeete markets were a major attraction, and
we explored two colourful levels of food, music, clothes,
carvings, tourist paraphernalia, flowers and more music. It
was wonderful wandering through the markets and enjoying

was only when we started a ferry trip to the island of Moorea
that we finally saw a live race ‑ the 16 paddler canoes racing out
of the harbour and out of sight - presumably around Tahiti or to
another island.

the sights and colours while mixing with the locals. One of our

The Heiva, an annual contest of traditional Polynesian singing

group feeling particularly courageous bargained with an old

and dancing, was also held at To’Ata Square along the waterfront

non-English speaking Tahitian over a dubious bottle of cream,

during the OAMA championships. A group of us attended

which supposedly cured everything from athlete’s foot and

one evening and we were rewarded by an amazing spectacle

haemorrhoids to cold sores and sunburn and had a smell that

of colour, movement, energy, sound and singing, as groups

suggested it would cure everything else. We know she got it

of dancers and singers from different islands danced or sang

through the Australian customs but we don’t know if she has

about themes inspired by their cultural heritage. The various

been brave enough to use it!

introductory announcements regarding the different dancing

Outside of the markets, in a little side square under a tree,
we came across a group of men playing an outdoor version
of roulette. An upside-down cardboard box had a number of
crudely-drawn roulette values (red, black, odd, even, single

and singing groups were lost on us as they were either in
French or Tahitian, but we didn’t need that to appreciate the
massed dancing of fifty or more females and/or males dancing in
synchronisation on the stage.

numbers and number ranges) drawn on it, with the men placing

The costumes worn by the dancers were spectacular ‑ elaborate,

notes on their chosen value. Although the minimum bet seemed

colourful and coordinated across the dancers of the group,

to be 1,000 francs, feeling very lucky at the time, I asked if I

typically (for females) incorporating long bark-fibre (so called

could place a 100 franc bet, and given the OK put my coin on

grass) skirts that accentuate hip-movement, in combination with

number two. With a flash of the dice on a saucer covered by a

decorated bark-cloth bras and elaborate headpieces. Sometimes

cup my coin was swept off the box by the chief high roller and

the dancers had a more verdant look with long green leaves

I went on my way a little poorer. My husband said that I was

around their waist and bands of leaves around their heads and

lucky not to be picked up for illegal gambling.

above the knees and elbows and most male and some female

On another lovely day spent wandering, through town and the
craft markets in the garden of the beautiful colonial-style Town
Hall we were fortunate to come across a colourful Tahitian
wedding. All the women of the bridal party had long red dresses
with a white flower pattern, whereas all the men wore white
shirts with a red flower pattern. The wedding cars were similarly
decorated with red and white pompoms and streamers.
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dancers had elaborate tattoos on their bodies. The members
of the rhythmic drum and ukulele support bands for each of
the groups were as energetic and hard working as the dancers.
Wow! We never did find out who the night’s winners were - but
it didn’t matter. The only person slightly disappointed at the end
of the evening was my husband, who started talking about bad

I could go on writing my travelogue about the many other sights
and other experiences, but we were of course in Tahiti for the
Oceania Masters Athletics Championships with some 280 other
athletes – 98 from Australia; 82 from French Polynesia; 68
from New Zealand; 19 from the Cook Islands; nine from New
Caledonia; as well as one each from Nauru, the Czech Republic
and Poland.
While transport from the airport to hotels and for the round
island tour had been with proper coaches, the provided transport
from the hotels to the track and to the championship dinner
were by “Le Truck”. These open-air buses are really trucks
with a large wooden passenger cabin built on the back of a
chassis and are mainly used for school and local transport. The
passenger compartments were no more than 1.4m high and
had three wooden benches one down each side and down the
middle. The quality of the joinery in “Le Trucks” varied and one

providing my husband with a spare pair of throwing shoes when
he forgot to bring his from the hotel.

particularly amusing when some of the winners were particularly
petite and much smaller than the “third” or “second” winners.
Drum music then encouraged the placegetters to do a little
dance on the dais wearing their medals – most made an attempt
but it was obvious that islanders, particularly the Cook Islanders
and the Tahitians, were naturals at this.
A first for these OAMA championships was that the host island
nation had more athletes competing than New Zealand and
wasn’t that far behind Australia. Tahitians competed in most
events and age-groups, and in some events the red and
white Tahitian colours were completely dominant. Overall the
performance standards at the championships were very high and
many Oceania championship records were broken. In the M60
javelin throw the Oceania record was broken five times by two
athletes, one from New Zealand and one from Australia, but my
husband got there in the end – “Good boy Bob!”

had substantial gaps in the floor which resulted in passengers

The cross country and road walk events were held at Papeete’s

being gassed by exhaust fumes – it was never ascertained

beautifully landscaped waterfront park, a setting which provided

whether the switching off of the engine at stop lights was to

water, mountain and city outlooks. The cross-country course

save the passengers being gassed or to save fuel.

comprised several laps on the paved and grass areas of the park

The championship opening ceremony speeches, first in French
and then English, were followed by exotically attired female and
male dancers dancing the Ote’a and other traditional Tahitian
dances to the music of drums and ukuleles ‑ our first taste of
island culture. Those members of the official party who were
invited and were game to dance with the spectacularly attired
dancers showed that quick lower hip movement in combination
with graceful upper body motion was not as easy as it looked.
At the official drinks and nibbles at the end of the opening
ceremony my husband distinguished himself by pouring himself
a drink of vinaigrette salad dressing thinking it was some exotic

and while it was quite flat it was quite demanding as the grass
in places was quite soft. None of the 100 or so runners and
walkers (the latter only walked on the paved areas) complained
about the course. The half marathon, the finale event of
the program, on the other hand was run on the Island’s only
motorway at the ungodly hour of 5.30am. This meant that
visiting athletes had to get up at 3.30am and catch the Le Truck
at 4.00-4.30am in time for the race. The timing of the race was,
however, dictated by the authorities so as to avoid the twice
daily traffic jam. Notwithstanding that some 80-90 runners, a
very large percentage of which were Tahitian, finished the race.

Tahitian cocktail. He tried hard to enjoy the sour drink, but gave

The formal championship dinner was held at Captain Bligh’s

up when someone smelt the “drink” and told him what it was.

restaurant and was a wonderful experience and an outstanding

sportsmanship because his female colleagues didn’t alert him to

Although there had been rain on the days before the

the energetic dancing girl who lost her tāpea tītī (bra) during the

competition including during the opening ceremony, the first

success. Fantastic and plentiful local food beautifully presented,
magical sweets, presentation to and recognition of the officials,
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and a wonderful, lengthy and energetic display of exotic and

While the factory was a nice but typical tourist “trap” where one

spectacularly attired dancers ‑ beautiful females and handsome

could taste all sorts of exotic Tahitian drinks and most people

males. At the end we were invited to participate in the dancing

bought something, it was the drive to the factory that was

which of course some did ‑ with great enthusiasm but generally

most enjoyable. It provided a spectacular vista of mountains

with little flair.

including the Moua Hai (shark-tooth mountain), picturesque and

The majority opted for still photos with the dancers. This would
have to rank right up there as one of my best evenings out.
Prior to the pumpkin hour those of us relying on the provided
transport headed back to “Le Truck” for the “coach” trip back to
the hotel. Our “Le Truck” was so overcrowded and overloaded
with individuals not wishing to miss out on the long ride back
that the wooden tray began to rub on the rear tyres much to the
consternation of the driver. Fortunately we made it back without
blowing a tyre!
Every OAMA championship has a lay day in the middle of
competition for administrators to have their meetings and for
athletes and officials to have a rest and generally do their own
thing. However, the Tahitian Local Organising Committee had
organised a free ferry trip to the nearby island of Moorea for
all athletes and visiting officials and volunteers for the lay day.
Everyone was excited about the trip to Moorea, a mountainous
island that was readily seen from Tahiti, and hurried down to
the wharf we could see an enormous ferry loading its cargo.
Handing over treasured tickets we scrambled to the very top
level of this huge boat to get the best view for the journey. Five
minutes later, having just settled down, we were told we were

and houses set in luxuriant gardens of palms, hibiscus, tiara,
frangipani and a myriad of other tropical flowers and plants. The
relaxed pace of this lovely island was so much more sedate than
Papeete with its twice daily traffic jams. Before we knew it, we
were on the ferry and on our way back home to Tahiti ‑ I wish
that I had known what Moorea was like ‑ I would have loved to
have immersed myself in this island for a few days more.

The 17th European Veterans Stadia Championships were held

than the 10 WR, 21 European and 94 CR set at the previous

in Hungary 15 – 24 July. With Europe still in the grip of an

championships in Slovenia in much more favourable conditions.

economic downturn, entries to these championships at 3,130

On Day 4 a heavy thunderstorm and three hours of torrential

competitors entering a total of 6,539 events, fell well short of

rain saw cars submerged wheel deep in water. The first road

the anticipated 5000. 41 countries were there but their teams

walk in the town centre started at 07:30 and only just escaped

were much smaller, the host country fielded their biggest

but the rest had to be postponed until late evening after the

ever team with some 321 athletes the second largest behind

fire brigade had pumped the water away.

the powerful 528 strong German team. The heat at a steady

Eventually, as with all championships and holidays they come

33-37°, humidity up into the nineties intermingled with the

to an end – and always way too soon! Overall the OAMA

occasional heavy thunderstorm, ruled out all hopes of fast

championships in Tahiti were an outstanding success ‑ well

distance races despite 256, including 23 in the M35 category,

supported by government; well organised by the local organising

entering the 5000m and 204 in the 10,000m. Entries on the

committee; and well run by the officials and volunteers. Yes

distaff side were noticeably low except in the walks where 24

of course there were some minor hiccups and shortcomings

entered in the W50 age group road walk. For the first time

as there are with all competitions, but these paled into

ever, the Europe VAA included a few events for the 30 age

insignificance when compared to the many positives. The

group, but these were not very well supported.

organisers should be proud of the high standard that they have
set. The championships not only provided a wonderful sporting

The former garrison town of Nyiregyháza near the Ukraine

competition but enabled us to experience the beauty and

border offered very good facilities; University accommodation

wonderful culture of French Polynesia. We are truly fortunate

adjacent to the main track that also had an indoor and outdoor

that we are part of the Oceania region.

warm up area, the second track was a short bus trip away. The

Finally as the plane flew over Tahiti and Moorea in the early

back our tickets. Our ferry was a smaller high-speed catamaran

morning we took a last look at Paradise and in a blink of an eye

though still big enough to take 30 or so vehicles and a couple of

it was gone. My sweat glands issued a sigh of relief after a very

hundred passengers. Our ferry took about 45 minutes for the

long workout as I settled into the air conditioned comfort of the

20 kilometre trip, about half the time of the larger ferry.

plane, and before we knew it we were landing in New Zealand.

sea and dominated by almost vertical jagged green-velvet

by | BRIDGET CUSHEN

lush valleys, a harbour and secluded beaches, and small villages

on the wrong (“slow”) ferry, and on disembarkation, were given

Moorea is a spectacular island soaring majestically out of the

European Championships

road walks were held around a pleasant square in town and
the marathon over a 7km coned-off course. Unfortunately the
officiating fell well below accepted standards and we had the
problem yet again with 5000m/10,000m runners arguing that
they had finished when they were ordered to do another lap
or be DQ’d, despite the use of chips! Inexperienced Officials

A chill was slowly descending over us, a reminder that in about

placed the screen too far away from the recorders!

four hours we would be back in Sydney in the middle of winter.
PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

mountains, and completely surrounded by a coral reef and
a wide, aqua-coloured shallow lagoon. More so than Tahiti,
Moorea is the epitome of a pristine South Seas tropical island
(James Michener’s book Bali Hai, depicting paradise, is based
on Moorea). As we arrived a young Tahitian woman on the
boat pointed out a small hole in the top of a spectacularly steep
mountain known as Moua Puta (mountain with a hole). Myth

The women’s races in the main stadium on one of the hottest
days was marred by the prominence of safety judges standing
intimidating trackside with yellow/red cards in hand. Those who
appeared to slow down were given the yellow card warning
and several were disqualified. Those who refused to stop
were manhandled off the track. At the second track some of
the men’s times in the corresponding age categories were
even slower but there were hardly any disqualifications! The

has it that it resulted when one of the gods tossed a magic spear

introduction of medal standards caused even more derision

from Tahiti through the summit to prevent the mountain from

and it will do EVAA Council no favours should they decide to

being stolen from Moorea by another god. While appearing very

proceed with such a policy.

small from the sea-level, the hole is apparently big enough for
helicopters to fly through.

The spectacle of watching the renowned 91-year old Emiel

From the Moorea ferry terminal we were bussed to a white

being well within the medal standard time and showing no sign

Pauwels of Belgium being forced off the track despite him

“sand” beach, in contrast to most other beaches in Tahiti and

of being affected by the heat, with less than 300m to go in

elsewhere which are black sand beaches. On the way we were

the 1500m was a sad day for the ethos of masters athletics.

shown a spectacular, exotic resort where individual thatched

Spectators booed and jeered. EVAA defends the need for

cabins were located in the lagoon and joined by a walkway to

medal standards by showing a video of some older athletes

the main building on the shore. We looked hard for reclusive

competing in the hurdles or steeplechase who clearly had no

and famous film stars but we were just a bit too far away to

technical coaching and only entered in the hope of picking up

recognise them. Almost everyone had a swim and a snorkel in

an easy medal.

the warm water followed by a simple picnic at the beach, where

Despite the humidity and intermittent heavy thunder storms

the outlook of the palm fringed shore was heavenly. Many of us

a remarkable 20 world, 34 European and 103 championship

took the trip to a pineapple juice factory on the other side of the

records - predominantly older age categories - were set during

island.

the ten days of competition. This was considerably more

The new W75 discus and hammer weights, M80+ 200mH and
M60-69 12m distance to the first hurdle, WMA rule changes
were implemented. Writing themselves into the record books in
these events were Susanne Wissinger, Germany, W75 26.40m
discus throw and 32.67m hammer and Jerzy Przyborowski of
Poland M80 200mH in 42.61. Australian-based Briton Irie Hill
re-wrote the pole vault record books again with a fantastic new
W40 3.85m clearance, narrowly missing at 4.0m.
After his 11.31 semis win in the M35 100m Mario Bonnello
from tiny Malta added the European 100m title, in 11.31again,
to the world silver he won behind the Finnish international
footballer, Nnamdi Anusim, in Lahti last year. British sprinter
Darren Scott set a championships record in taking the M40
title in 10.81 from fellow Brit. Mark Dunwell in 10.96 after
four heats and semis. Heats and semis were the order up to
the M60 group, but the sprinters found the newly resurfaced
track to be very springy with one describing it as like running
in mud. This did not however appear to bother the fantastic
German sprinter, Guido Muller, who went on to win the M70
100/200/400m plus a leg in both relays.
Multi world M55 champion Stephen Peters also returned home
with five gold medals. Darren Scott, Mark Dunwell, M45 Dalton
Powell and Pat Logan dominated the sprints and relays. There
were 100m CR from the two French sprinters W45 Violetta
Lapierre 12.52, wind +1.3 and W50 Nicole Alexis in 12.96
+0.6. A sub 50 second M35 400m win by the Dane, Joergrnden
and the two outstanding Italians M40 Scarponi (50.23) and
M45 Saraceni (52.41) saw off the opposition as did Britons
Kermitt Bentham now an M50 (53.37) and M55 Steve Peters
(54.85). The humidity hampered fast times in the middle
distances races, finishing the 10,000m became a slog. Very few
attempted a 5/10k/marathon triple.
World M55 pole vault record holder Wolfgang Ritte of Germany
now has many devoted followers but his morning competition
was also affected by the weather, this time by a cross wind but
he did go on to win with a 4.40m clearance. By late evening
an exciting M40/M35 pole vault competition was marred
by high winds that unsteadied the bar and then a looming
thunderstorm affected visibility as flashes of lightning lit up the
stadium.
The throwing events at these championships are, arguably,
often superior to that of a world championships but although
there was some great competitions, some of the key players
appeared to be missing. 146 entered the decathlon, plus 58
in the heptathlon and 36 in the pentathlon for the over 70s.

Vanessa Lowl (TAR) won the W45 10km LD Walk - Hastings
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It was encouraging to see ten enter the M35 age group track
walk, 30 in the M60 and 19 W60. Five men and one woman
were DQ’d; all in the older age categories.
Weather conditions had cooled appreciably for the 182 men and
35 women who entered the marathon, but quite a few dropped
out and some were DQ’d. 39-year-old Italian, Mario Prandi,
was first over the line in 2:41:44 from 44-year old Georg Ruess
of Austria (2:42:54) who won the two previous European titles.
The M45 title went to Poland’s S. Pieczurowski in 2:50:07.
The first four in the M50, (won by the Belgian vanHaecke in

Manawatu-Wanganui

and some were delighted to have “won” a medal even before

Sunday 29 August started out as a dark and damp morning and

their first throws. The star of the day was again Ruth Frith

soon the phone was ringing to ask “was it still going ahead?”

with 5501 points on the day before her 101st birthday – what

Need to get on top of things when we are expecting throwers

an inspiration! Not to be outdone, her daughter Helen Searle

to come from Wellington. We had changed to the afternoon as

also threw extremely well to record a classy total of 4618

a trial to allow travel time for our Wellington athletes and it

points. With the new WMA Age factors applying that is good

proved to be popular. Conveniently by 1pm the day was sunny

throwing indeed. The other ladies muscled in on the act and

and it looked the perfect day – until one stood on the grass and

Donna Emerson had a nice 9.09m in the W50shot and Adrienne

sunk into a squelching puddle! Dragging hammers out of their

Holdsworth a 19.84 in the W65 hammer throw.

landing spots and later the weights proved an exercise on its
own. Eleven competitors vied to improve on every throw, but the

2:48:19) were all inside the three hour mark.
Michela Iping made it a double for Italy winning the W40 title
in 3:12:42 from Pavlisheva, Ukraine (3:29:25) and W45 Heike
Angel of Germany.
Back in the stadium the sprint relays reflected the low overall
entry with some countries struggling to get an age group
quartet together in the older age categories. The French W45
4 x 100m quartet sped into the record book with a 49.33

The men didn’t reach the dizzy heights of the top ladies but still

wet seemed to dampen results. We welcomed new comer Spring

put in some creditable performances. Mike Mabbut travelled

Pentathlon series. Laurence Voight had a consistent day and

about 1700km from Cairns to compete and showed his good

the friendly rivalry and banter between throwers made for an

form in the hammer with a 36.93 on his first throw before going

entertaining afternoon, which was finished off with afternoon tea

for broke and fouling his next two in search of some really big

to warm us back up. Thanks to Gloria and Laurie Malcomson for

ones. Mike had not thrown the weight before but still managed

helping out and to Jill Evans and Jim Blair for their technical help

a tidy 13.55. Another newcomer Bjorg Thorsteinsson faced his

in making the day go so well.

first ever throws of the hammer and weight and proved that

clocking and the British 4 x 400m squad, Joan Trimble, Joan

PHOTO | TREVOR ASHE

these are tricky events for a newcomer. His more familiar events

Howe, Joylyn Saunders-Mullins and Caroline Powell wrote

of the shot and discus went better but his javelin drew applause

themselves into the history books with a new world W55 record

from all after sending it out 46.50m. What will he do after some

in 4:28.74. Germany’s W70 team also managed to set new
marks, 6:10.39 despite little opposition.

of Participation Medals kindly donated by Marsden Trophies

Larry Bradley (AKL) 8th M50 at the NZ Road Champs

training? The day concluded with the hungry competitors tucking
into a sausage sizzle and assorted goodies while swapping
stories of the throws that went well and others that didn’t.

Battle of the Throws
by | CHRIS MCCAHILL
the weight throw but we were all tired and too cold to get the

throws pentathlon has grown in popularity, but this did not

brilliant results that we all felt were hiding in our bodies.

year from all over Australia and New Zealand. The last two years

Auckland Sunday 22 August

the number of entrants from Australia just edged out the New

After a week of continuous rain it was pleasing to see the sun

Zealand entrants, but New Zealand just pipped the Australians

rise on Sunday morning and the promise of a dry spell. It was

this year. Welcome to Tasmania which joined the competition for

all hands on deck to sweep the circles and get the gear out for

the first time.

a 9am start. Our group of eight throwers and two officials were
small in number but big on encouragement and competitiveness.

I would like to thank the amazing people who took the time to

With the surfaces being wet and throwers slightly cautious

organise, collate results, write articles and send photos to me.

distances were down in most throws. However good early season

They are: Colleen Brunker (NTH), Althea Mackie & Tui Ashe

throwing in the hammer from Anne Goulter (W45) 37.61m and

(AKL), Jen Fee (MWA), Bev Churchill (CAN), Fiona Harvey (OTG),

Althea Mackie (W40) 31.23 with Hans Barnard (M50) the best

Mark Flaus (STH), Don Quinn (QUS), Jayne Hardy (ACT), Tracy

of the men with 32.55. The weight throw also produced some

Canham (TAS) & Anthony Baker (NSW). The 2011 Challenge

good results with Althea Mackie throwing 10.14m, Hans Barnard

will take place in the month of August, so keep an eye on the

(M50) 12.53 and Chris Thompson (M55) 10.90. Most consistent

June Vetline magazine for information or visit the NZMA website

over all throws on the day were Aggie Boxall (W50) and the

closer to the time.

versatile Ron Johnson (M75) also approval from Pam Spiers

Canberra Sunday 15 August
The weather was amazingly disgusting. 9am start - overcast

really meant that there were no losers on the day. Our thanks
go to the great team at the Gold Coast for running an event with
special mention to Ian Mann and Judy Cooper. I am sure the
success of the day will see competitors marking this day in their
calendars for next year. Written by: Don Quinn

Waikato Bay of Plenty

Over the last few years the number participating in the winter
prepare me for the influx of entries. 110 entrants took part this

Enjoyment of the day, the competition and the camaraderie

(W85) who enjoyed her first competition with the new sized
implements.

and about 10 deg celcius. The rain held off for the hammer

Queensland

even though I had to go around and sweep, mop and dry with

On 22 August our event in Queensland again took place at the

towels all of the throwing circles. The rain came in sideways at

Gold Coast Athletic centre at the Griffith University, Southport,

us for the shot put!! The wind was trying to blow both the discus

with a total of nine women and thirteen men enjoyed a glorious

and the javelin right out of the sector! Everything settled for

Gold Coast day. To get things underway we had a presentation

Our meet was originally planned to kick off on 15 August but
due to the worst weather that I have ever seen here, we had to
postpone until 22 August. Unfortunately this meant that a few of
our athletes could not make the new date, but for those that did,
we were blessed with lovely sunny weather, and a very pleasant
day’s competition. This was the first that time Pauline Purser
was competing with the new hammer, shot and weight throw
implements in the W85 age group, so she was out to set some
new standards for these events. Pauline began the day well,
throwing very consistently with the “little marble on a string.” A
new record of 9.42m was set. She continued this form into the
shot, setting a new standard of 4.42 and then finished off the
day with a record in the weight throw of 5.53. A magnificent
day’s performance!
Chris McCahill was also in record breaking form in the hammer
with a throw of 41.41. Although they are not in the same
age group, Bruce Clarke and Ray Laurie always enjoy a good
tussle between themselves. There is usually only a small
difference between the two of them in all of the events and
this competition was very reflective of that. Whakatane was
well represented with Rex & Johanna Wilson, Brenda Davis and
Rene Otto travelling to join us in Tauranga. Rene threw very
consistently throughout the day especially in the hammer with
a good throw of 38.24m. My special thanks to Murray Clarkson,
Fay Riley and Marion Davis for officiating and helping the
competition run smoothly.

Althea Mackie (AKL) in the W40 Weight Throw
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Auckland
by | JOHN CAMPBELL

Waikato Bay of Plenty
by | CHRISTINE MCCAHILL

One of the initiatives this year for Auckland Masters, is to grow

As soon as the days start to get longer, everyone seems to

our membership base. One of the difficulties as many of you

recharge their batteries and dusts off the cobwebs and gets out

may have realised, is figuring out the best way to go about this.

and about. It is magnificent to see both athletes and the

I have touched on this before, but there are many reasons why

general public getting out in the fresh air and sunshine and

people take up the sport of athletics as an older adult. Whether

being physical. While some of us are just gearing up for the

it is for fitness, fun or friendship - the motivation is as varied as

summer season, the “winterites” are just finishing off their

we are.

exploits.

Winter Throws Pentathlon

‘Have A Go’ Day

Due to the most atrocious weather in the BOP our first

We decided to host a ‘Have A Go’ day in November, in

attempt to hold the WAI BOP winter throws pentathlon had to be

conjunction with one of our regular T&F meets, with the hopes of

postponed and held the following week. Ten athletes contested

attracting new people to the sport. There were several incentives

this very popular event. As usually there was plenty of enter-

which we hoped would do the trick; free entry, free lunch, spot

tainment, and some good throwing to go with it. Pauline Purser

and cash prizes. We also invested in a newspaper advertisement

set new standards in the W85 in the shot, hammer and heavy

that we ran in the five major suburban newspapers in the

weight. Pauline always amazes me and I never tire of

Auckland region. The result was a resounding success, with

watching her compete. I only hope that one day I too will be

over 25 enquiries directly from the newspaper and we ended up

88 and still out there throwing things around. Chris McCahill

with 37 new people turning up on the day. The stadium was
certainly buzzing, with a total number of 79 athletes entered in
277 events. In comparison - our best figures from last season,
were 55 athletes entered in 220 events. With the great weather
contributing, everyone enjoyed themselves and a few came

Meghann Stewart in the 3000m

away with some goodies, PBs and even some Auckland records.

and this was well supported. This came about due to many of
our members not belonging to clubs and therefore being unable
to compete in the Waikato open championships. 22 athletes
competed in the pentathlon or throws pentathlon. Pauline Purser
again bettered her own standards in the W85 hammer. Marcia
Petley had intended on only throwing the hammer and heavy
weight, but could not resist the urge to complete the entire
throws pentathlon. Along the way she set new standards in the
W80 hammer, shot and heavy weight. We have had some great
positive feed back on this meet, enabling athletes who have not
done a pentathlon before to give it a go. As per usual, Fay Riley
and Murray Clarkson were there constantly encouraging and
supporting the athletes. Marion Davis arrived in a wheelchair
after recent foot surgery and was “ferried” around from one
throw to another officiating.
Hector Mein competed in the men’s pentathlon, with his eyes

41.41m. Whakatane was well represented with relatively new

fixed on a Waikato masters record. Shane Harris also gave the

throwers Johanna and Rex Wilson joining us. The throwing fields

pentathlon a go and was in very good form for so early in the

definitely seem to be swelling with numbers these days.

season. Brendan Magill returned to the track after a quiet season

Warm Up Meet One

last year. Althea Mackie joined us from Auckland, she seems

The most popular event of the day was definitely the 60m sprint.

help, as we have the population base to draw from, however I

Sunday 10 October. Numbers were a little low, and you do have

Many of you may have been surprised that the recent remit

believe that the same approach could work for some of the other

to wonder if this is just too early to be holding meets.

from Waikato Bay of Plenty (about the 60m) was not passed at

centres. It does take some effort to organise, but as they say;

The weather was kind to us, in stark contrast to last year when

our AGM. Personally I cannot understand this, especially when

“you reap what you sow”.

the track was completely flooded and we had to abandon the

to pop up everywhere there is a competition and must be one
of the most “travelled” athletes in the country. Her hammer is
showing fabulous progress and she is always looking at ways to
improve her performances.
PHOTOS | CHRIS MCCAHILL

Our first meet of the season was held at Porritt Stadium on

meeting. Chris McCahill broke the W45 discus record (previously

at the heart of our sport: the athletes. At our ‘Have A Go’ day,

There were of course many great performances, but a few

we had a total of 46 entries in the 60m (eight separate heats),

come to mind: Ho Young Do broke the M50 Auckland high jump

something that is unheard at this level. I believe that part of

record, Laurie Carter broke M85 records in the shot, discus and

the popularity stems from the fact that it is an ‘easy’ distance

hammer, plus I believe that Pam Spiers did the same with the

to compete at. There were competitors ranging from 32 to 85

W85 records, using the new implement weights. Tony Deleiros

years of age, including non-runners and sprinters alike. If you

(M60) shrugged off an injury to post an excellent 8.66 in the

are looking for an event that will attract new people to our sport,

60m and Steve Hargreaves (M40) tore up the track with a

then look no further. The figures speak for themselves, so let’s

blisteringly fast 38.59 in the 300m.

not turn a blind eye to this trend.

For the first time we held our own multi event championships

also set a national record in the W45 hammer with a throw of

I realise that being in the largest city in New Zealand does

you see the popularity of this event with the people that are

Masters Multi Event Champs

held by Bev Savage) with a throw of 35.34m.

PHOTO | MURRAY FREE

Pan Pacific Games
Our international jetsetter Althea Mackie realised that her
passport hadn’t been used for a few weeks and decided to fly
across to the Gold Coast to compete in the Pan Pacific games.
As Chris McCahill mentions in her report, Althea travels the
length and breadth of the country (and overseas) - seeking out
athletics competitions. I think she must be on a first name basis
with NZ Customs! At the time of writing this article, Althea had
picked up a gold medal in the W40 hammer and bronze in the
W40 discus. Well done Althea. PS. Don’t forget to bring us back
some duty-free goodies along with those medals.
If the rest of the season goes as well as it has started, it looks
like we are in for a cracker!

Start of the men’s 150m sprint
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Marcia Petley set national records in the W80 throws pentathlon

Pauline Purser set new standards in the W85 throws
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Britain

by | COLLEEN BRUNKER

by | BRIDGET CUSHEN

The Track season has just started on the new all-weather track

New running craze sweeping Britain…

and is being utilized really well. Our AGM was held in Paihia on
5 September where we also had our estimated time 4km & 8km
run and walk along the waterfront and back. The numbers were

If you wander down to your local Public Park on any Saturday

they felt someone “tugging along at the back of the field” would

morning you are likely to spot an ever increasing number of people

lower the prestige of the race! Where clubs failed, entrepreneurs

corroding together and obviously chomping at the bit. Some may

were happy to cash in and the big city marathons took over. Are

be as young as eight or old enough to be your grandparents,

Officers elected:

we now on the cusp of a new running revolution that clubs ignore

Patron			

Dave Scratton

many kitted out in football garb, or dressed in gymnast’s leotards

at their peril?

President			

Val Babe

Vice President		

Beth Macleod

Secretary/Treasurer

Colleen Brunker

and some rather portly ex-prop forwards keen to regain long

low but it is always a great event.

lost fitness. What are they all doing? They are devotees of park

Invitation Pole Vault

running that is now spreading throughout Britain faster and more

As the track season comes to a close, Alan Williams organised an

Committee Members

M Crooke, L Field, L Fraser, J Hastie

prolifically than the great jogging boom of the early Seventies.

invitation pole vault competition in memory of his late Blackheath

			

and A. Williams

Harrier club colleague, Jim Day, on 26 September. Williams himself

Winnie Pepene recently had her 80th Birthday on the marae at

What do you have to do to take part? It is its sheer simplicity and

soared over the 3.71m high bar to top the British M55 ranking list

Mangamuku. A number of our members attended and enjoyed the

convenience that is making it so successful. You simply tap into

this year. M45 Simon Eastwood and M50 Alan Leiper won their

experience. Winnie is back in training again.

www.parkrun.com, scan down to find a local venue, enter your

competition at 3.51m and 3.06m respectively, all three missed

name, age and sex and it is all absolutely free. You will instantly

the European Championships in July.

be issued with a registration number which you print off, laminate

Coming Up:
February 6 (Waitangi Day)

Northland Masters Track & Field Championships

or stick to the back of your Business Card. All you now need to

24 Hour Race

do is get to the venue by 09:00 ready to run 5km whatever your

A 24-hour track race at Tooting Bec on 25 September attracted a

level of fitness or experience. No one asks if you are wearing club

large entry with nearly 40 finishing in good weather conditions. A

colours, whether you are a first claim member or if you have a now

45-year old from Sweden, R. Hartikanen, covered 208.344km from

compulsory UK Athletics registration number, team declaration,

two senior runners but masters dominated the field. Evergreen

risk assessment or any of the other rules imposed upon clubs.

Geoff Oliver, a member of the 100km club, managed 166.361km

Northland Athletics Track (Kensington)

Brett Katterns (AKL) - 3rd M55 NZ Road Champs

information i.e. one lap or two, please be aware of other Park

England Interclub Track & Field

Canterbury

users, remember to take your disc as you come through the finish

The England Athletics Masters Association, an Association formed

and congratulates those under 16 who have run a total of ten

in 1992 to select the England teams for the then Annual Home

by | ANDREW STARK

times and are now entitled to a free black T-shirt donated by Nike

Countries Veterans International Cross-Country, soon expanded by

which is one of the sponsors. Adults can now proudly wear a free

A small, but dedicated group of throwers braved the mid

earthquake. A small but enthusiastic group gathered for some

popular demand to organise an England Inter-club track and field

winter weather to compete in the Trans Tasman winter throw

friendly competition, followed by a social gathering. A small

specially designed red T-shirt as they have clocked up 50 runs or

match. With clubs being geographically located, regional prowess

competition in August, with Brian Senior (M70) and Dave Leech

number of our athletes compete regularly at QEII, joining in the

the gold for 100 completed runs, all too loud applause. A click of

excited the masters and this annual event is now regarded as one

(M80) winning their grades, with Lois Anderson (W60), Glen

Athletics Canterbury Inter-Club meetings. It’s a great way for

the timekeeper’s watch and they are off. Running over the same

of the best track fixtures. Held in Solihull near Birmingham in

Watts (W70), Iris Bishop (W75) and Rick Davison (M60) all

our members to obtain more competitive opposition as they race

course you can soon set some personal targets – get ahead of

August, the men from the South made it three in a row over the

finishing second in their respective grades.

against much younger athletes. As the season progresses, I

that footballer or that young but obviously unfit lady.

Midlands by a mere 3½ points, but the Midlands took the women’s

remarkable running for a 75-year old.
A friendly voice welcomes everybody, shouts out some basic

title and the overall trophy.

Encouragingly, it was the 35-year

expect that more of our members will attend these meetings as
September 4th 2010 will go down in history as ‘the day the

well as our own CMA meetings.

At the finish you are handed a disc giving your finishing position

olds who turned out in force with Peter Davey winning the 110mH

earth moved’ for those of us who live in Christchurch and the

that you then take to the recorder with his laptop who swipes it

in 16.3, M35 Mark Wiseman taking the shot 15.46m and discus

wider regions. It was meant to be the day of the New Zealand

Without any major championship events to organise in

42.23m and Trevor Radcliffe the M35 javelin with a 52.84m throw.

National 10km Road & Walk Championships to be held in

Christchurch this season it’s going to be quieter than normal for

Christchurch at Spencer Park. Spencer Park is on the east coast

our committee. However, as many of us will be attending events
outside of Christchurch, we will be happy to help out at meetings

and your registration. No barcode. No sooner are you back home
and showered, switch on your computer and –yippee! There is

Dave Wilcox turned out to win the M50 800m in 2:14.8 and Sue

your time, what your PB on that course is, number of times you

Yeomans the W50 pole vault, clearing 2.70m

of Christchurch near the sea and was one of the worse affected
areas. An examination of the course early on race day left the

in other areas. Like many regions throughout the country, we

and WMA Age Graded Performance – brilliant. How did it all start?

Commonwealth Games

organising committee no choice but to cancel the event and it

are competing for members against the latest most popular

Four years ago a few keen runners got together and organised

There were a few masters in the Home Countries Commonwealth

will be some time before the area is back to normal. I suspect

sport, mountain biking / road cycling. This was highlighted

what they then preferred to call “a Time Trial 5km run” in Bushy

Games team. In her fifth appearance in the Games 43-year old

that once the State of Emergency was in place, the event would

recently when the attendance at an off road race organised by

Park, Teddington, Middlesex. By calling it a “Time Trial” no Race

walker Lisa Kehler just missed a medal by one place. She won

have had to be cancelled.

the Port Hills Club drew a smaller than normal field, compared

Permit, insurance etc. was needed.

Participation numbers

individual medals in 1990, 1998 and 2002 and won her first

unbelievably have now topped a million. In the seventies clubs

national walking title as Lisa Langford 31 years ago. W35 Helen

failed to capitalise on the jogging boom, indeed some clubs actively

Clitheroe ran in the 1500m and Joice Maduaka has run a 23.33

discouraged joggers from entering their established road races as

second 200m this season.

have run, overall finishing position, your age category position
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to the 1000 who turned up for a mountain bike event held on
The summer track & field season has begun, with the opening

the same day. If other regions have the same problem and have

meeting being held at the New Brighton track, rather than our

any ideas how to combat this trend, I would like to hear from

usual venue of Hansen Park, as it had been damaged by the

you.
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Tasman

Southland

by | DEREK SHAW

by | EVAN MACINTOSH (Contributions from LANCE SMITH)

Tasman Centre Road Championships

After sustaining a calf injury in the last kilometre Bill crossed

The 2010 championships were held on a four-lap course at

the silver medal, six and a half minutes ahead of the third

Rabbit Island on 21 August in pleasant winter conditions.

placed Hamilton City Hawks. The next three teams - Athletics

First overall in the 10km was Matt Lambert (SM) in 32:49,

Tauranga, Auckland City Athletics and Wellington Scottish

22seconds ahead of Simon Mardon (M35). Tim Cross (37:53)

– had a close tussle with only a minute separating them at the

was third overall and first in the M50 division, ahead of Michael

finish. The Tasman Tigers B team of Michael Weichern, Rob

Morrissey (38:32), Murray Hart (38:55), Bill Revell (39:18),

Stevenson, Andrew Barker, Aynsley Moore, Paul Thornton,

Philip Sim (39:30) and Derek Shaw (40:44). Peter Newbury

Steve Markham, Graeme Sellars and John Thirkettle turned in a

(38:21) was fourth overall and took out the M40 division ahead

solid performance for tenth place.

the line to record a time of 5:03:24 for Tasman Tigers for

of Nick Lovell (41:18). Ian Morrison won the M60 division in

Athletics Official Sue Rodgers

Street Mile Race

The passing away of Sue Rodgers recently will be felt by more

Barry Ledington won the senior section of the street mile race

than her family, community and many, many friends. Sue was

down Queens Drive in a good time of 4:41. Barry is not far off

a pillar of athletics, not just in Southland but throughout New

becoming a master’s runner in the not too distant future. First

Zealand and the Pacific region where she was highly respected

in the masters men section was Glenn MacIntosh with a time of

as an official. As well as being a highly qualified official Sue was

4:46 followed by Glen McLeay 4:55 then Grant Adamson 5:01.

a hard working administrator, organiser and a life member of

The first master’s woman was Debbie Telfer in 5:58.

Athletics Southland.

Winter Harriers Handicap Series

42: 48. Paula Canning (W35) was the only women in the 10km
PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

event and finished tenth overall in 39:27.
In the 5km race Gaye Evans (W45) was first in 22:03, Dallas
Ward (W55) 2nd in 22:39, Eileen Beattie (W55) third in 22:41
and Fran Kerse (W60) fourth in 23.51. In the 5km walk, Wendy
Healey continued her return to form to take line honours in
28:18. Peter Hague was second in 29:54, followed by Stephen
Farquhar (31:51), Ross Mitchell (32:56) and Gillian MacDougall
(33:02).

Southland Road Champs
Glenn MacIntosh (36:15) won the 10km masters men age 35 to

The handicap series winners have been found with Michael

49 section of this year’s road champs held at Queens Park after

Casey taking the top prize. Graham Neilson was second senior

the usual battle with Tyrone Lake (37:18) followed by Nigel

while Barry Ledington and Evan MacIntosh shared the third

Marsh of Gore (39:56). The M50+ section went to Billy McKay

prize. The senior series was run over five races. Michael’s final

(48:13) followed by Stan Marshall (55:59). In the masters

series tally was 64 points. Graham had 72 (lowest score wins)

women Kathy McLachlan (19:31) showed her usual good form

with Barry and Evan on 74. Barry had the misfortune to ping a

and Debbie Telfer (20:15) again won the W50+ section. Debbie

hamstring just 100 metres into the final race run on the tracks

had a good tussle with Jenny Adamson (21:41). Linda Te Au

of Kilmock Bush and had to pull out. To finish probably would

(25:57) recently back from running overseas took out second

have placed him higher up but he snuck into the prizes thanks

place in the W50+ section.

to superb results in the earlier races.

NZ Road Relay Championships
PHOTO | LANCE SMITH

The 2010 champs on 2 October were held on a new undulating
8-lap course which started and finished in Inglewood. The
Tasman Tigers again had two teams in the M50 grade and
the A team was keen to see if they could retain their national
title. After the first lap Ian Morrison had the Tigers in third
place before handing over to Tim Cross who quickly took the
lead with a top run and established a margin of over three
minutes on the following teams. Fresh from his bronze medal
in the World Mountain Running championships, Patrick Meffan
maintained the lead for the Tigers on the long hilly third lap
but had his lead reduced to less than a minute by Auckland
University’s Gavin Stevens, in what increasingly looked like a
two team contest for the gold. Murray Hart continued to hold
the lead for Tigers on lap four but by the end the lead was only
six seconds.
On the fifth lap Michael Morrissey held out Auckland
University’s Graham Macky for several kilometres before
Graham took the lead and gradually stretched out the gap.
About 3km before the end of the lap Michael got the ‘wobbles’
and had to take several walks and by the time he doggedly
finished the lap, Auckland had a lead of nearly six minutes and
the title looked theirs. On the sixth lap Derek Shaw reduced
the gap to about four minutes and by the end of the seventh
lap Philip Sim had reduced Auckland’s lead to just 16 seconds.
Auckland’s last lap runner Ian Richards had recently returned
from injury and his team mates were uncertain as to his form
but as it transpired he managed to gradually pull away from
the Tigers last lap runner Bill Revell to give Auckland University
the 2010 title by eleven seconds over five hours.

Derek Shaw
Kathy McLachlan won the W35 grade in the Southand road champs
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Otago

Taranaki

by | JOHN STINSON

by | KAREN GILLUM-GREEN

At the Annual General Meeting of Otago Masters Athletics

that in time meeting minutes, activity records and reports

held on Wednesday 25 August Gene Sanderson was elected

etc will be fully archived on a robust computer record system

The TET Taranaki road championships were held in Stratford on

President of the Association. Gene replaces Denys Yeo who was

that will allow the history to be readily available to future

21 August

sadly forced to resign his position due to ill health. Gene and

members. Also at the meeting Diane Sommerville was elected

his wife Dalise are passionate supporters of master’s athletics

as Secretary replacing John Stinson who will continue in his
role as Publicity Officer.

Taranaki Road Championships
10km walk – A grade
The results were:

W40

Katie Tahere		

1:09.25

and the natural enthusiasm that Gene has always had for our

5km

W45

Vanessa Lowl		

58.45

Sport should stand him in good stead in his new role.

Serena Coombes

1:07.03

Anne Fraser		

1:11.35

In his 2010 Annual Report Denys Yeo stated his disappointment

Evenings at the Caledonian Ground opened on 6 October.

Helen Baverstock

1:11.51

at having to stand down after only one year in office however

For so early in the season numbers have been excellent. The

W60

Marlene White		

1:06.44

he greatly appreciated the opportunity and expressed the

format each week comprises a distance race followed by a

M55

Eric Kemsley		

53.09

hope that, albeit in a short time, he had been able to make

sprint race and finishing with a field events competition. A new

a worthwhile contribution to Otago Masters Athletics. Denys

event on the programme this year is a Christmas Beach Run

commented on the enthusiasm of committee members to plan

scheduled for 15 December followed by a meal at the nearby

and run both competitive and social events throughout the

Salt Restaurant. The Beach Run will hopefully provide a good

year. In his view this has always been a particular strength

follow up to the Geoff Capon Memorial event held in mid winter.

W50

Karen Gillum-Green

21.47

W55

Vicky Adams		

22.49

Lynne Mackay		

26.58

Thelma Cochrane

28.46

W65
10km

W50

The summer Track and Field programme held on Wednesday

M40

Mike Morresey		

44.46

5km walk – B grade

M45

Richard Brewer		

38.08

M85

Rodney Gillum		

46.24

Robin Grant		

34.43

Athletics NZ Long Distance & 10km Walks, Hastings

Allan Thomas 		

44.35

Six of our members travelled to Hawkes Bay to participate in

of master’s athletics in Otago and has been a major factor in

The Peggy Calder Memorial Trophy interclub competition will be

M65

Alan Jones		

58.15

these championships and achieved some good performances.

keeping membership numbers high. Denys also has the wish

held at Memorial Park, Mosgiel, on Sunday 16 January.

M75

Pat Mills		

53.10

Full details appear elsewhere in this issue.

M50

Ivor Ellis		

44.08

PHOTO | JIM TOBIN

Gene Sanderson (5512) is the new Otago President
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Vetline | COMING EVENTS by Nostradamus

Quentin Rew (WLG) won the 5km 50km Long Distance Walk in 4:25.19

DECEMBER 2010
3-5

NZMA South Island Track & Field Championships

22

Summer solstice 12:38pm

Photo | JIM TOBIN

2012
INVERCARGILL

2011

5-12 FEB

Oceania Stadia Championships

TAURANGA

3-8 APR

WMA Indoor Championships

JYVASKYLA . FINLAND

WMA Stadia Championships

PORTO ALEGRE . BRAZIL

Oceania Championships

BENDIGO, AUSTRALIA

2013

4-13 FEB

NZ Masters Games

WANGANUI

4-7 MAR

NZMA Track & Field Championships

HASTINGS

22-25 APR

Australia Masters Stadia Championships

BRISBANE

7-17 JUL

WMA Stadia Championships

SACRAMENTO . USA

23 JUL

NZ Cross Country Championships

CHRISTCHURCH

20 AUG

NZ Road Championships

WELLINGTON

24 JUL - 4 AUG

2014
5-11 JAN

Please Note: The above information is based on the best crystal ball images available to Nostradamus. However, intended dates and venues can change.
Readers are advised to check the details from official entry forms, websites or from the event organisers.
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